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'A STAR SPANGLED GIRL''

NOVEMBER 22, J976

GSU Child Care
Center Names
''Board of Directors''

,

was
A " New Conc ept"
developed through many months
of research. On April 21, 1976 , in
Room D1120 , at 3 : 00 p.m. , a small
group (five people) met to take a
close look at the GSU Child Care
Center. This small group of concerned people responded to an invitation, which was extended to
previous members of the Child
Care Advisory Board, to participate in a meeting called by the
Acting Director of Student Services, Doug Davis to explore the
feasibility of re-activating or to
establis h a "New Advisory
Board. " The concensus of the
group was to establish a Board, to
i ied as "The Board or
be identf
Directors" whose powers would
extend beyond advising and
would include such matters as
formulating policy, generation of
resources, program development
ahd fee structure.
The Board members are: Mr.
Doug Davis, Acting Director of
· Student Services; Dr. Roy
Cogdell, Dean, HLD; Professor
JoAhn Brown, HLD, Dr. Perry
Nicassio,HLD.
Ms. Ros alyn GiJiespie, Jn.D,
was appOinted as Coordinator of
the Center. Dr. Robert Krebs was
also present but preferred to be
an advisor to the Board. Also
present was Mr. Robert Blue and
Mr. Ed Ford of the Innovator. Dr.
Roberta Bear, HLD, and Ms.
Mary Taylor, Records, responded to the invitation, but could
not attendthe meeting.
ProfessorJoAhn Brown recommend ed the use of se veral students from the Organization Day
Care module to be in sess ion
to Right Glen Kovacevich, David Avcollie, Sarah McMurray
May/August, to form a "special
•
group" to give an evaluation and
page9
study of GSU Child Care Center
to work with the Coordinator.
The Board of Directors heJd
meetings April 21 and June 15,
1976 , in Room D1 120. Dr. CogdeJJ
appointed Dr.lwiJiiam Moore to
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Parking Lot Changes

·

converted to a free en
try /pay exit lot to provide
parking for those who do
not have the correct
parking fee of 50 cents.
Drivers can patk, then ob
tain change from the
cashier, boc*store, food
service, or dollar bill
changer in front of the
Learning Resources Cen
ter, then pay on their way
out.
The visitors' parking lot
is now re:;tricted to two
hours parking only.
T o c o u n t e r a c t the
problem of drivers bitting
the coin/card boxes, the
boxes have been moved
back from tbe curb an ad
ditional5 inches and a post
placed !!ext tothe front

pa�kin� card . for the
UDlVt:rSity parking lots.
Parking cards are on sale
at both the university
and
b o o�s�o r e
the
�bier s office. A $7 card
JS_good for one block of a
trimester, and a $12 card
is good for the trimester.
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And it just keep growing

_

Gillespie. Discussed guidelines
for writing proposals.
July 24, 1 976 � ''workship"
presented by the Hyde Park Ken
wood Community Conference
Child Care Task Force, which
lasted from 10 : �3 :00 p. m. The
Workshop was designed for the
purpose of program development
for the GSU Child Care Center,
from the "Organization of Day
Care Center," module coor
by Professor JoAhn
dinated
Brown and GSU Child Care Coor
dinator, Royalyn Gillespie. At
this meeting a GSU Task Force
was originated with a._pur:p_os�
and special eoals.

WHA'I''S

BEEN

HAPPENING
July28, 1976 : A special meeting
was called with the following
agend a:
1 . Guidelines for the Child
Dcvelopment Center
2. Proced ures for hiring a new
Director
3. New classification of Direc
tor as professional or Civil Service
4. Guidelines for establishing
an Advisory Board
July Zl, 1 976 : Dr. Roberta Bear
requested sched uling for HLD
"Psychology of Art," module for
12 one-hour blaock for students in
her class from July 26-August 1 5,
1976 , to do observation and art
projectswith child at the center.
July 22, 1976 : Dr. Jay Labinsky, HLD, informed coordinator
that he would supervise "Hearing
Screening," for children at the
Center beginnin g with the Fall
session.
August 16 , 1976 : Board of
Directors met in Room Dll20, to
set presedent for adoption of a
policy on Child Abuse, removal of
S t e v e n H e l l e r,
Director,
placement of an interim Director, design of budget to be submitted to SSAC for consideration
of money to be aUoc:ated to the
Center. A copy oC the minutes
was sent to Dr. Ted Andrews, since Doug Davis was on vacation.
As of August 31, the Center has
been operating without a DirecBoard of Directors

=�a.=�.
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There will be a meeting of all professional staff on
Monday, November 22, 1976 from 2:00- 3:00 in the
William E. Engbretson Community
- Conference Center.
The major purpose of the meeting is to provide an
opportunity for me to share with you some of my
thoughts after three months at Governors State
University. Preceeding my address , short reports
will be made on progress of three of the major goals
set forth to )14M! in September :
1) Tom Deem will report on the effort to improve
community college relations and to increase the per
centage of undergraduate students.
2) Aida Sbekib will report on steps being taken to
review the governance system.
3) I will report on the progress of the study of ad
ministrative s tructure.

I

•

Student Feedback
De. Leo Goodman-Malamuth

Governors State University
Park Forest South, IL 60466
Dear Dr. Goodman-Malamuth:
I am presently a newly enrolled
graduate student in C.C.S., after having
completed by B .A. through B .P .S. - B.O.G.
I read of the C.C.S. offering "Course by
Newspaper - Oceans" and found the sub
ject matter interesting, and the method of
delivery, unique.
My first problem came in attempting to
enroll for the course. One phone call was
answered by a secretary who knew
nothing about the unit, and could not find
out. However, a day or two later I was able
to find someone who was aware of the
course, and was instructed to complete a
graduate enrollment application. I did so,
and following instructions printed on the
form, forwarded it to A-R on September 2,
1976.

About two weeks later the form was
returned to me with an attachment in
dicating that since I was already enrolled,
new application would not have to be
made. I again called C.C.S. and was in
formed, rather curtly, that the aPplication
should have been forwarded directly to
C.C.S. and to hurry with the submission, or
enrollment would be closed.
Several weeks passed, I received neither
acknowledgment that the application was
received, nor any course information.
Finally I again called C.C.S. and was told,
in a tone indicating my lack of intelligence
and understanding, that when it was
available, information about the course
would be forwarded and that no computer
verification of enrollment or billing would
occur "until we are done with the paper
work!"
A few weeks after that I received notice
in the mail that the first meeting of the
class was to be held, the only catch was
that it was to be held the same day that I
received the mailed notification. I can
celled two appointments that day and ap
peared at the specified location, bright
eyed and reasonably ready to accept in
struction.
I was amazed to find, however, that the
community professor leading the class
would be an hour late, and that two of us
students who did take the time to show up,
would ha ve to wait.

Things To
Get Into

When the instructor finally did arrive,
we Cthe two students ) were informed that
a mid-term examination would be held the
following Wednesday, and that two texts
were required, and that further we should
have bee n advised by mail of those facts
weeks earlier, needless to say we had not.
When "class" ended I went to the
bookstore and was informed that the
required texts had not been- ordered, and
that it probably would take a week or two
to receive them, after the mid-term
examination.
My breaking point had been reached. I
appeared at the C.C.S. offices in an at
tempt to drop the course that day. I was
"helped" by a member of the C.C.S. staff,
who between curses, directed at an
inoperable telephone and side con
versations to a co-worker, indifferently
stated tha t :
1.) She had n o idea that the course was
offered by C.C.S.
2.) I could drop the course with an
add/drop slip.
3. ) Told me that the computer would not
'
accept an add/drop slip.
4.) Laughingly stated that no course in
dex number was issued to Oceans.
Needless to say the whole affair was no
longer laughable to me, despite its ap
parent humorous appearanc� to my
"helper" in C.C.S.
My problems, however, had not ended. I
called Ms. Carol Shiplett in C.C.S. the next
day and was informed that she would at
tempt to help me get dropped from the
course, but letters and instructions for
"Oceans," now unwanted, continued to be
forwarded to my home.
Finally, in desperation, I went to A-R
and recounted my C.C.S. saga to a staff
person, there who, with a smile, walked to
a desk, JX!lled out my application for
Oceans, ,returned it to me politely, and said
that C.C.S. had forwarded all "Oceans"
applications late and that they had not
been entered into the computer. End
problem -finally, I hope.
But now my continuing concern is that I
cannot go to C.C.S. < I'm enrolled there> to
solve a problem. With the exception of Ms.
Carol Shiplett, the staff was extremely
rude, and demeaning, and on top of that,
seemingly totally inept.
The entire Oceans course was mishan
dled, and I suffered for C.C.S. 's lack of co
ordination. Can't the Dean control these
kinds of problems? I now am three units
behind in my quest for an M.A. from your
instruction.
Needless to say, at th� soonest possible
moment, I will attempt to transfer to
B.P.S., where C.C.S. will become nothing
but a bad memory.
Yours truly,
Charles S. Chamberlin

Letter (to Dr. Weig)
All too often we hear negative comments
about the University. I thought perhaps
t�e Innovat�r would be interested in prin
ting a letter from a past student that is in a
positive vein.
The following letter was sent to Dr. Ken
neth Wieg, Professor in CHLD.
I have thought of you and the university
often since leaving last December and I
am grateful for this 'official' excuse to
send this note.
Mter waiting almost a year for residen
cy approval, I have applied for admission
to the University of Michigan graduate
program in gui_Pance and counseling. < The
goal is eventual employment in some type
of counseling work but I have no real idea
of what this might be . ) At any rate, I'm
asking if you would be kind enough to send
a letter of recommendation to the univer
sity on my behalf. I remember Governor's
state as a busy place which seemed to
make as many demands on your time as
you would allow. Thus, I would be most ap
preciative of the time and energy required
to answer this request. One gets the awful
feeling that as you read this you may be
muttering, "Julie Who?" If you have
forgotten me, I forgive you. It has been
almost a year since we left Illinois and in
that many months the students must begin
to blur into an anonymous mass of faces.
From my view of things, however, you
<and Dreikurs and Adler for that matter)
are very vivid in my consciousness on a
daily basis. A lot of what we learn is both
comulative and retroactive in effect. The
principles I struggled so hard to un
derstand in class and implement in life are
now virtually instinctive in dea ling with

,

The Governors State University student
publication "The INNOVATOR" is
seeking new students genuinely interested
in participating in a communication
medium program. The program is not just
for any body. Its first commitment is
toward putting out a first rate student
publication that addresses itself to the
needs of students.
We are seeking a different kind of
student:
one who feels she or be is not
getting enough out of their learning ex
perience at GSU.
one who is sincerely interested in ser
ving students by providing information
that might be beneficial in gaining an in
sight into the humanist-aspect of their
education
one who is willing to take a risk on a
different kind of educational experience.
The program is different in the sense
that we are not merely bound to the status
.

.....

q uo .
To hell with correct headl.ines count and
good grammar. Everyone has a right to
speak no matter who listens. There is no
w ay in the world that you can please
everybody anytime! Or is it all the time?
Anyhow, students will be involved in an on
the-job learning situation where they will
experience first hand all the ramafications
of newspaper production. The group ex
perience will be the instructor, and the
student has· the responsibility of drawing
from it those skills and abilities he or she
deems essential to career objectives.
The INNOVATOR office is located on the
first floor in BI4 secion in Cultural Studies:
Those interested and feel they might have
something to contribute feel free to stop in.

With gratitude for
your kindness in the past
and wishing you. the best of
all that is worth having.
Julia Haverty

Robert Blue, Cynthia Budrik

James COOk, Martha Hamiltoo

Governors State University Park Forest South, Dl. 60466
An Innovator Publication

Community

Printed by Midwest wmmunity Press
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Innovators law Home

.....

.....

that work at the University of Michigan
will be challeqging in many respects. I
hope it is also as interesting and exciting.

'"

Dpane Jaekson. Toni Mandel,
•

created by the innova tive approach to
learning that was Governors. State. I know

STAFF

Herbert Williams, Sharon Wallae"e, Ed Ford

·

Dr. Wieg

my family and even other adults.
I still don't think Adler is the Savior of
the Human Race but it is reassuring to
have at my disposal some practical tools
for understanding how family relation
ships work and some methods of com
munication. In fact the process begun in
September of '75 has come full circle in the
past year as evidenced by the children
making statements such as, "It's m y
responsibility and I can handle it." When
you hear it c��.• ing back, you know you've
got it! The children, by the way, still
remember many of the things you said in
our demonstration session for Family and
Child. I was sorry to have missed your
Analysis of Life Styles last spring and I
find I miss the stimulating atmosphere

'Ibe Innovator
Governors State University
Park Forest South, Illinois 60466
Dear Innovator Staff:
\ wish to thank and commend
you for the information service
you provide ot our students. The
appropriately placed article on
the return of LRC rnaterials prior
to registra�ion will, I am sure
alleviate problems for man
students during registration. If
this same article appears in the
next two issues of the Innovator
we will have an even greater op:
portunity to notify and alert our
students.

y

'\

NORTH

·

Thank you again for
cooperation and service.

your

Sincerely yours,
Marty Armstrong
Circulation Librarian

FIRST FLOOR

The INNOVATOR student newspaper is now located in the College of Cultural
.
studtes s�de�t loung� area. The newspaper Wil
l also have an advisor full-time for
the first time m the �story of its JXIblications. We welcome Bill Berry to GSUand
.
look forward to �amm� ml!ch from his expert!se in the field of journalism.
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GSU Professors
are involved
PARK
F O R E ST
SOUTH,
l l l . -T w o
professors/administrators
from Governors State
University as well as the
university itself are par
ticipating in major projec
ts
sponsored
by
Cooperative Assessment
of Experiential Learning
( CAEL).
Betty
Stan l ey
a nd
Robert Press are involved
in the projects.
One project was resear
ch-oriented, involving in
ter- and intra-institutional
studies of the portfolio
assessment process and
the use of expert judges�·
The data andconclusions
of that study are soon to be
published in final form by
CAEL.
The other has been
oriented toward faculty
development. As a part of
this project, in addition to
workshops conducted at
GSU Dr. Stanley and
Professor Press have par
ticipated in three training
workshops.
Also, they have sub
m i t te d
a
workshop
" module,"
which
is
published as a portion of a
resource book to be
distributed at fu ture

workshops throughout the
u.s.

This yea r , the two
Governors State Univer
sity professionals are each
conducting
regional
workshops for faculty
m e m be rs
and
a d
ministrators from other
institutions. Dr. Stanley
will lead two in San Fran
cisco, Cal, . and Portland,
Ore . , and Press will lead
two in Birmingham, Ala .
The Faculty Develop
ment Program for the
A s s es s m en t
of
Ex
periential Learning i s a
program partially sup
ported by the Lilly En
dowment, Inc., and in con
j u n c t i on
w i th
the
Cooperative Assessment
of Experiential Learning
Project.
Pri n c e t o n ,
N.J.'s
E ducational Testing ser
_
VIce
has further in
formation.
Dr. Stanley is director of
the office of assessment
and coordinator of the
Board
of
Governors
Degree program at Gover
nors State University.
Professor Press is director
of the University Without
Walls at GSU.

New Health
Science Director
PARK FOREST SOUTH, ILL.
- New director of the School of
Health Sciences at Governors
State University is Robert A. Cor
nesky of Baker sfield, Calif.
Dr. Cornesky, now in the
College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences at GSU, was
chairman and professor of the
Department ofHealth Sciences at
California State College in Baker
sfield.
Previously he was with Car
negie- Mellon University in Pit
tsburgh as assistant professor of
the Department of Biological
Sciences and Bionetics Research
Laboratories, I nc., in Falls Chur
ch,
Va.,
as chief clinical
serologist and assistant im
munochemist.
He has authored a number of
professional publications and is a
member of professional societies.
He was graduated with a B. S.
degree in biology from Geneva
College at Beaver Falls, Pa. ,

As new director of the School of
Health Sciences at Governors
State University, Dr. Cornesky is
chief administrator for un
graduate
and
dergraduate
programs in health services ad
ministration, allied health scien
m e di c al
e d u c a t i o n,
ce
technology, and nursing.

He directs the operations and
the
g o v er n in g
programs
educational
and
research
programs in the School of Health
Sciences, and is responsible for
the formulation of immediate ob
jectives and long- range plans of
the School ofHealth Sciences.

Robert A Cornesky

Dr. Cornesky also is respon
sible for recruiting and main
taining staff members; develops
and oversees budgets: maintains
faculty
professional
develop
ment; plans and assists with ac
creditation; plans, develops, and
supervises programs to seek con
tracts and grants, and assigns
duties to program coordinators.

Awards For 1976-77 Mini-grants
PARK
FOREST
SOUTH, Ill. -Mini-grants
for 1976-77 for support of
innovative work in in
structional development
or community service
have been awarded by
Governors State Univer
sity.

AMERICAN NATIONAL
BANK
'OFFERS

NO MINIMUM BALANCE
NO SERVICE CHARGE.
BANKING HOURS
LOBBY
8 a.m�-4 p.m. Mon-Thurs.
8 a.m.-B·p.m. Friday
8 a.m.-1 p.m. Sat.
DRIVE IN
7 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.

................ ......................,...............

·············�···..

·

received an M. S. in microbiology
from the George Washington
University Medical school at
Washington, D. C., and was awar
ded a Sc.D. in hygiene and
microbiology by the Graduate
School of Public Health at the
University of Pittsburgh. Dr. and
Mrs. Cornesky have two children.

.......

756·2815
3307 CHICAGO RD., S.
CHICAGO HTS.

Sixteen
m ini-gra nts Sciences-Okefenokee fil
totaling $6,698 have gone m, D. Casagrande ; speed
to 17 persons. There were germination profiles of
dominant plants of the
21 applications for $11,956.
w e r e Okefenokee, R. Conti/P.
Propos a l s
evaluated by the criteria Gunther ; nursing prac
of an innovative solution to titioner needs study, L.
a distinct and significant Maul ; evaluation of a com
problem of instruction, petency based, graduate
evaluation, or community hea l t h s e r vi c es a d 
service related to the GSU ministration program, S .
m i s s i on ;
a
s o u n d Rhee ; Asian immigrants
evaluation design, and a in health care delivery, S.
mechaqism for reporting Rhee.
College of Human Lear
results.
n
i
ng and D e v e l op
Projects funded :
s c hool
nt-Public
e
m
College of Business and
Public
S e r  leadership conference, C
vice-Development of in Eagleton : EMG biofeed
structional materials for a back training for hyper
language arts program : tension, P. Nicassio ; EMG
"Written Communications biofeedback and cognitive
Module," S. Mendelson ; self-control for peptic
assessment
f o r ulcer, S. Aleo/P. Nicassio.
College of Human Lear
mathema tical com
n i ng a nd Develop
petE-ncies, J . Wells.
College of Cultural ment/Research and in
Studies-Munic ipal can novation-The quality of
dida tes
p r oj ec t ,
S . academic life : the ex
w o m e n 's periential sampling ap
M e r r i t t;
page/lifestyle editor tran proach, S. Prescott/ J .
Bays ore.
sition study, S . Merritt/H.
Instructional
Com
'}ross ; validation of com
petencies in a newly munications center-An
developed area of mass a l ternate method for
produc i n g
pilot
inmedia
studies , M .
structional
materials
for
.
Muchn ik ; counter-propag
videocassette transfer, L.
anda teaching device, H.
Willard.
Rank.
College
of
E nvironmental and Applied

HUman Sexuality
PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill . - Human sexuality
from the perspective of a Black woman will be
discussed at Governors State University.
Frankie Barnes will be the speaker Tuesday '
November 23, at 9 : 30a.m. in room D-1 104.
. �h _e is counselor and coordinator of student ac
tiv!ties
_at Governors State University. She is also
lJ!ll� ersity professor of human relations in the univer
Sity s College of Human Learning and Development.
Ms. Barnes was graduated from Jackson State
College and received her M.A. degree from Purdue
University.

Search For New ·Dean
A Search/Screening Com
mittee hasbeen established in the
College of Business and Public
Service to replace former Dean
Ruben Austin's position.
The Committee consists of six
BPS faculty,
five non-BPS
faculty and one BPS student. Dr.
Ndiva Kofele-Kale, chairman of
the Committee, said only one
student, Linda Ralston, was
selected because they wanted to
make sure that each major area
of the college was represented.
This left only one slot open for
students.
The Dean's position will be two
fold: chief administrative officer
and an academician said Dr.
Kofele-Kale. When asked if the
new Dean would be hired under a
probationary status, Dr. Kofele
Kale stated that the new Dean
will be subject to the same rules
governing tenure for all GSU
faculty.
Among the-criteria selected by
the committee is a person who

College Grad Outlook·

has an earned doctorate from a
recognized university and ex
perience in college teaching
and/or other relevant academic
endeavors. This person must also
have demonstrated professional
growth through positions of in
creasing responsibility and
demonstrated ability in a high
level executive position.
Dr. Kofele-Kale says they have
setJanuary 15 th as a deadline for
accepting applications. From
January to March, the committee
will screen its applicants and
begin making offers sometime in
April. I t is anticipated that the
position will be filled by Sep
tember 1, 1977.
Advertisements will appear in
the Affirmative Action R�ister,
Chronicle of Higher Education,
the Innovator and several
professional journals. However,
nominations and applications are
welcome from within the Univer
sity.

You Can Be a Truman Scholar
A Truma n
Scholar
receives $5,000 annually ,
to aid academi c pursuits
leading to a career in
governmental or other
. public leadership careers.
Dr. Paul Green of BPS
has released details of the
recently created Harry S.
Truman
Memorial
Scholarship Trust Fund.
Its officers are authorized
to award scholarships to
students preparing for a
career in public service.
One student from each
state will be selected on
the basis of potential for
leadership and academic
achievement.

Academic institutions
throughout the country
will nominate one student
at the Junior level to com
pete with other can
didates. The selection
procedures consist of the
initial evaluation, in
terviews of semifinalists
and the final selection.
THE FIRST STEP is
collecting supportive in
formation regarding the
student's
plans
a nd
writing an essay of 500
words or less. The paper
must show the student's
interest in public service
and indicate future
educationa l pla ns
to
prepare for that career.

Dr . Green stated that
the $5,000 award covers
tuition, fees, books and
room and board. He added
that it is renewable for
four years.
Students aimed in the
direction of public service,
who wish to apply for a
Truman
Scholarship, ·
should contact Dr. Green
in BPS as soon as possible.
The deadline for a p
plication for the 1977-78
academic year is Dec. 15,
1976.
�·�·····

Radar To Study
Bad Weather Here
FOREST
PARK

SOUTH,
I lL-Chic ago
unpredic table
area ' s
weather will be studied by
a weather-search a nd
rain-measuring radar at
Governors State Univer
sity.
Lake Michigan, smoke,
dust, heat, and buildings
are factors where storms
or blizzards can be within
a few miles of sunshine,
underpasses may be
flooded and sewers swam
ped only a few miles from
dry areas.
A second radar of the
Illinois State Water survey
will be on a PTUC ( Univer
sity of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign ) College of
Agriculture experimental
farm south of Joliet.
The world's largest rain
guage network of 300
gauges will be placed in a
3,5oo-square-mile area for
the research, backed by
the State of Illinois and the
National Science foun
dation, which has made a
$254,000 grant for the first
year of a three-year study.
Cooperating will be the
Metropolitan Sanitary
district of Chicago and
other city, state, federal ,
and private agencies.
Thedistrict is concerned
w i th a d equa te
ra i n

forecasts, because one of
its duties involves the
design and control of
storm water facilities and
improvements to prevent
local flooding.
South of Chicago so they
can survey skies over the
entire area without major
interference from ground
clutter, the two radars will
operate with two frequen
cies and be able to track
and measure both rain and
snow. Rain measurements
by radar will be cross
checked with rainfa l l
recorded by the rain
gauges.
Estimated total cost of
the project for three
years-including salaries
of administrators, scien
tists, and technicians who
are regular staff members
of the Illinois State Water
survey, located at the
University of Illinois at
U r b a n a - C h a m pa ig n - is
$1.5 million, of which the
state will pay $600 ,000 and
the National Science foun
dation, $900 ,000.
The Water survey is con
clu-d ing a five-year study
of weather effects by St.
Louis, which shows that
the city increases rainfall
on itself and especially in
downwind areas.

The Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education in 1971
published a major research study
of both the economic and non
economic benefits of college, en
titled A Degree and What Else?
by
S t e ph e n W i t h e y
and
associates.
This study makes a strong and
well-documented case that
college graduates on the average
not only make more money over
thier lifetime than high school
graduates, but have many other
economic benefits. For example,
they have a more continuous, less
erratic job history. They are
much less likely to be unem
ployed. They usually start at
higher salaries ( again current
low salaries are related to the
present recession). They are
promoted more often. They con
tinue to earn higher salaries
through most of their working
years,
unlike the less well
educated, whose earnings are
likely to fall off in their fifties.
College graduates are less
likely to have to start over or get
into dead-end jobs. Their chances
of alternative employment are
better; they have more control
over their economic futures.
Their retirement benefits, in
surance, vacations, and other
fringe benefits are usually much
better than those of non-college
goers. s
College graduates provide bet
ter for their children, and are
more likely to motivate them to
go further and do better in school.
Graduates are generally better
equipped to deal with emergen
cies,
because of their ac
cumulation of savings and in
surance.
F u r t h er -a n d
most
im
portant-research studies like
Withey's show that on the whole
college graduates are more
satisfied with their work and

their lives than non-college
graduates.
To assume-as Freeman and
Holloman and some others seem
to do-that all of this has come to
an end just because the estimated
"rate of return" fell slightly bet
ween 1969 and 1974, or because
some college graduates are
having job problems in the
current recession, is absurd. To
base state or federal higher
education policies affecting
future generations on such
assumptions would be not only
absurd but criminal.
Every poll indicates that most
Americans still consider college
as very worthwhile for them
selves and their children. One
major study shows that most non
college youth are very much
aware that they have less chance
than college graduates of finding
work which is rewarding and
satisfying. g
The better economic situation
of college graduates benefits
society in many ways. Their
higher incomes mean, of course,
that they pay more federal, state,
and local taxes. I n many cases,
they pay the taxpayers back
several times over for their
education, as was the case with
graduates who used the G.I . Bill.
The greater job security,
health protection, better child
care, and retirement benefits
wh1cn accroe to the co-lege
college educated and their
families mean that they are
much less likely to be a burden to
the taxpayers. I t is less likely
that taxpayers will have to
provide for them through such
programs as compensatory
education for their children,
welfare, public health care or the
costs of crime and law en
forcement.
,•.......�.....•
,............

Professor To Serv� On Program
.

Dr. Alma Walker-Vinyard has
been selected and has accepted
an invitation to serve on the
Teacher Education Program Ap
proval Section Yisitition to
Eastern Illinois University in
Charleston, December 5-8, 1976,
Dr. Vinyard is presently the coor
dinator of Teacher Education in
the College of Cultural Studies
and has coordinated the program
efficiently and effectively since
its entitlement approval in 1974 .
Dr.
Vinyard
wrote
and
received approval of the Gover
nors State University proposal to
conduct an approved ( 6-12 )
English Teacher Education
Program by the State Teacher
Certification Board. Since the in
ception of the program, the coor
dinator has brought prominence
and distinction to the College of
Cultural Studies and Governors
State University. She has ren
dered
many
com
munity/education services to
several local districts, including
201-U, 163 and 164. She has
received several meritorious
teaching awards, including the
1976 Outstanding Teacher Award
in CCS.
At a recent meeting of the
Illinois Association for School
College and University Staffing,
the Governors State University
English Education Program was
cited as being "innovative and
problem solving. " Dr. Larry
Freeman, Director of Teacher

.

r

Education Program Approval Office of the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction, pointed out
the fact that this unique program
is distinguished from most other
English teacher preparation
programs in its concentration on
language functions within the
culture and society. Another
unique
component
of
the
program is the emphasis upon
ethnic literature from the Black
and Spanish speaking populace of
many urban environments. This
teacher preparation program
was the only one cited during the
presentation at I . A. S. C. U. S.
Meeting in September.
Until recently, few people have
argued that the benefits of
college, either to the individual or
society, should be measured
solely in economic terms. There
are many other obvious benefits.
One benefit is providing the coun
try with the skilled and talented
people it must have, from doctors
and
social
workers
to
businessmen and entrepreneurs

Prolectetl elate for CCS IIIUslc ewents

November23 -JazzConcert-7 :30 P.M.
December2 -GSU Chorale -8 :15 P.M.
December 15 -GSU Student Applied Music Recital-4 :30 P.M.
Decelllber 17 -GSU Composers Concert
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University Professor Editor
of New Journal

PAR K
FOREST
SOUTH,
11 1 . - T h e
"Review o f Sport &
L e i s u r e'' i s a n e w
professional journa l with
Benjamin Lowe of Gover
nors State University as
editor. Dr. Lowe, univer
sity professor of com
munication science in the
College of Human Lear
n in g and Development, is
also editor of "Sport
Sociology Bulletin" .
He is author of a new
text on s�rt, "The Beauty
of Sport, ' which Prentice
Half , Inc., will publish
December 17. He has
authored over 25 articles
in national professional
journals in many parts of
the world, a nd has
published both in the " In
terna tiona I Review of
Sport Sociology" and the
"International Journal of
Sport P�ychology." Over
the past 10 years he has
presented 18 papers at
national and international
conferences in the U.S.A . ,
England,
Ca nada ,
Belgium, Germany, and
Spain.
About the new "Review
of Sports & Leisure,'' with
157 pages and nine ar
Lowe
Dr.
ticles,
editorializes :
"The new journal, the
'Review of Sport &
Leisure,' grew out of the
�ex p r es s e d
n eeds
of
professionals for such a
journal. As a result of the
support
given
by
professionals i n the field of
sports and leisure scien
ces, the newsletter, 'Sport

f

sin-Madison. He was
graduated in 1970 with his
doctora te in
h ys ical
education, specia area of
emphasis in short sport
sciences. In England he
received his B .A. at the
University of Birmingham
a nd his diploma i n
physical education at Car
negie College of Physical
Education.
His first appointment
was at University of Min
nesota, 197o-71 , followed
by
a pp o i n t m e n t
as
professor of sport scienc at
University ,
Temple
Philadelphia. In the sum
mer of 1973, he was
distinguished
visiting
professor at the University
of Hamburg, Germany.
He is married to the for
mer Donna Jean Scherf of
Clear Lake, Wis., and they
have three children, Mat
thew ,
Chandler, a nd
Amanda-Claire.

'Or
Women

"

___

PARK FOREST SOUTH, 111 .-"Read & Rap," a
new group of Governors State University Women, will
hold an organizing meeting Tuesday, November 30, at
8 : 30 p. m . at 22750 Valley Dr. in Richton Park.
"Write If You Get Work," by Bob and Ray, will be
the first book discussed.
Further information is available from Lorie Nicolai
at 312/534-5000 , X2460, or 3 12/748-2155.
The GSU Women annual Christmas party will be
Friday, December 3, at 7 : 30 p.m. at Cherry Hills
Country club in Flossmoor. Reservations with ad
vance payment are to be made with Lois Butler, 4212
Cedarwood Ln. , Matteson, who may be telephoned for
further information at 3 12/748-8195.

For further information, contact Dr. Lowe.
Sociology
Bulletin , '
became incapable of
publishing all articles sub
mitted and of answering
demands placed on it. The
natural alternative was to
establish this new journal.
"Typically, the new
'Review of Sport &
Leisure' will devote its
emphasis on sport and
leisure as social criteria,

RA��«P�

PA
A
library
of
current
psychology,
sociology,
and
education bookshas been given to
The Woodlawn Organization
<T.W.O. ) of Chicago.
Michael D. Lewis of Governors
State University made the gift of
100 books; "the library be used
by all members of the T.W.O.
family. That they remain per
manent to T.W.O. as long as the
learning site relationship with
GSU is maintained. . ..
Dr. Lewis is director of a
Project funded by the National
Institute of Mental Health, to
respond to the specific needs of
human service paraprofessionals
employed in a variety of mental
health agencies in the Woodlawn
area.
The recruitment and service
objectives are to serve at least
100
paraprofessionals from
various ethnic, minority, and
bilingual groups in theWoodlawn
area at first and Greater Chicago
later.
Dr. Lewis is professor of
human learning and development
in the College of Human Learning
and Development at Governors
s tateuniversity.
._
- - - - _
_

thereby supporting the
pubica tion of a rti� � es
drawing on a humamtles
or social science discipline
for the explanation of
sport and leisure in
society."
A native of England, Dr.
Lowe came to the U.S .A. in
1 966 to commence studies
for his M.S . and Ph.D. at
the University of Wiscon-

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
When you let us purchase your car
Consider Tltese!

1. Wholesale prices to save you

2.

77's ARE HERE

$$$$.

One-stop shopping to save you time on all
makes and models.

3. Over 7 years continuous experience to
·

guarantee excellent service.

4. Manufacturers Warranty & Service Guaranty
on all cars.

·

OUR DEALS ARE BONA- FIDE ! !
Compare before you buy!!!

LEWIS AUTO PURCHASING AG NCY
CARS SOLD WITH MANUFA

CTURERS' WARRANTY & SERVICE GUARANTY
873-2675- 431 E. 75th STREET- CHICAGO, ILL 60619

LEWIS
SPECIALIZING IN LUXURY CARS� ALL KINDS AVAILABLE
� �;�

u
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Robert A. Blue

The major difficulty in writing this piece for my
column was where would I find a word equivalent to
express a feeling that was very much in vogue when
the university first began to make i tself known to the
world. The question prompting this "dilemma within"
centers around how do you say you've had i t ! ! Had it
with all the outworn cliches of ti mes past-"What's
a � � ning broth �r - he� shaking horizontally, saying
_
am t nothmg gomg on, But , of course, if you've been
here for awhile, you know that's not true. Meanwhile
all around the campus. spirit becomes matter, and
mat ter becomes spirit !
Once upon a time a student wrote about the glorious
and fut ure-oriented programs at a "new" and un �
controlled university Now what's happening is that
st udents cannot rece1vt> t ht> personal consideration

�

?

that was one of the outstandmg feat u res of GSU.
The thrill is gone and thE' illusion of co-operation and
humility is gone and t he people left are wondering just
what next is in store for them.
_The softness of understanding has been replaced
� 1th concrete and steel realit ies. They say, "Save the
plgl'Ons that pay the activit ies fees ! Every bird for
ts � lf . " r say, "Save t he love t hat was the spark which
1gmted t he flames of joy and unity within the pioneers'
of days gone by ! Save t he desire to try, because
rclat ing is a terribly masochistic adventure - to the
•th<'r r<'.llity - aloneness IS not bliss ! " Why did I come
tn t h is place in th<' first place. if not to try and be
nafraid of myself and the other voyeurs here tripping
and dripping in self-awareness? ? ! !
One{' upon a t i me a certa i n student told me that the
· ... p m t " of GSU \\ 'llld get to me and that if I did not
' .1.ow what that meant, then I was a prime candidate in
.\' hit·h � his spirit of inter-ethnic understa nding, co
opera l ion and u n i t y , could reside. Despite
protestations to the contrary from deep within - it

!

ha p penPd ! That was just a short while ago. Now, used
and abused. my only recourse - personal disclosure.
The man who works hard at success will frown at
failure, curse the forces of God and evi l , and smile at
the philosophers, who walk on the clouds of man's
inhumanity to humanity - aloof to pains of depression
and degradat ion! Elegant simplicity in thought and
eed is bliss, and bliss is only one:; thought away. Just as
IS the solution to the problem of how much do GSU folks
want/ dsire unity amongst the different ethnic groups
that are competing among t hemselves. And for what
are they competing? The multitude of issues have but
one thi ng in common, they all need an airing.
_
For mstance. a certain unity should have prevailed
and ai red the issue of parking fees . Yet division and
petty tribal di fferences between t he Blacks and Whites
enabled the · •state" to gr<'v. r:cher by the ci;jy because
they came to this univers1ty. What happens to all that
money? That is another issue. How much is collected
every day? Since students are paying along with
everyone else, what percentage is slated for student

�

related services or activities?
Another issue is low cost student housing. It is t rue
that most students coming here are older, more ex
perienced in life and perhaps more conscientious about
learning than younger students, but there are also
many who desire, and need, low cost temporary
housing while students in this area.
Why couldn't a group of people who are called
students get together and talk with the right people
about purchasing a building in the Park Forest area for
a "student union" building? It would enable people in
the community to engage i n university programs
t hereby creat ing a better understanding of both. Such a
fac ility could be mai ntai ned by students and would. no

�

·

The spirit of GSU flees w1th each tri-mester. T, ·e new
thing is here dlld the past bch;H iors of f01 giving
becaust> we wanted to: IS now rt>placed by the cold icy
stare� of - where chd you come from ? - but, of course,
the "old-limen,' kno'N only too wel l . They must now
lear n how to forget . This is the most difficult part of
.
havmg to learn anew - and yes, pa rting is such sweet
sorrow ! !
To admit to past and present failures cannot be
simply an assessment of who and what is to blarr.e.
That would only be non-productive. All of you who do
not take the time now, to address the issues are, and
will be. blamed.

P re-R eti rement Stu dy H ere

CLOSER

Dr. Paul G. Hill

place where students learn
insecurities, fears, and
maladaptive, disruptive
behavior. Or, school can
be a place that is warm
and �xciting in a learning
e n v i ro n m e n t w h e r e
humane
ideals
are
developed i n concert with
basic cognitive skills."

J u ne Patto n revi ew boo k
CCS Professor June 0.
Patton has been asked by
the "Afro American in
New York Life and History
Journal to review a recen
tly published book en
titled, " The Abolitionist
Legacy. "
James M . McPherson,
the author is a prominent
historian and professor of
History at Princ eto n
University. He has written
several other books on the
subject.
Professor
Patton's
review will appear i n the
January
p ublica tions
ISSUe.

�

doubt . be of value to all concerned.
The issue of student government should not turn

H umanizing E ducation
Responding
to
the
request of professionals in
the fields of hea lth
education, and welfare '
University Advocate, Paui
G. Hill recently spoke to a
group known as Resources
at the Jones Center of
Chicago Heights, Illinois.
The subject of Dr. Hill's
was
pre s e n t a t i o n
" Humanizing Education."
The presentation included
the showing of a very
colorful a nd inspiring
tape-slide show entitled,
"Humanized Student Per
sonnel Services ."
In his presentation, Dr.
Hill cited humanizing as
the most pressing need in
t oda y .
educa t i on
Suggestions were presen
t e d for h um a n i z i n g
educa tion
a long
the
guidelines of Aquarian
Psychology. According to
Dr. Hill, "the school can
be a cold and forbidding

anyone off. There is now a need for structure to replace
the ad hoc approach em ployed by active GSU students.
T e number of such persons dwi ndles daily, seemingly
Without replacements. Those who cal l themselves
"old-timers" should no longer indulge themselves with
the way things used to be. The Uni versity belongs to
the future as well as the past. This is the most im
portant of all the issues : who will speak for the
student? Most universities have a vice-president for
student affairs. GSU does not. Those few students on
the SSAC concern themselves with mostly money
mat ters. They work very hard at saving the students'
m ?ney. They are charged with crea ting student
or1entated activities but they merely fund or not fund
them. Sti l l , if all student issues are to be addressed it
will take the combint.'<l effnrts and energv of m re
interestf'd and qua l i fiN1 Jl<'Ople

At the sa me time,
Professor Patton was
asked by the Organization
of American Historians to
present a paper at their
annual meeting in Atlanta
in April .

TO

JOLIET, Ill� -A pre
retirement study for per
sons who are anticipating
retirement will be offered
at Joliet Junior College by
a Governors State Univer
sity professional.
Russell Hollister will be
instructor for "What Am I
Doing with the Rest of My
Life" Mondays at 7 p.m.
through November 29.
Registration may be
completed by telephone at
815/744-2200 or 942-4580.
The em�loyer who is in
terested m helping em
ployees retire successfully
will discover that the em
ployee is . more productive
while still working ac
cording to Alice H�rron
c�rdinator for the study. '
The retired employee
who believes his employer
helped to promote rewar-

g

ding retirement " she
said, "is usually a ood ad
vertisement for the em
ployer. ' '
She encouraged em
ployers to promote the
retirement study with
their employees.
Subjects will be legal
and financial planning,
health and welfare plan
ning, recognizing the ways
in which life will change
after retirement, and the
development of activities
which will contribute to
personal needs while con
tributing to the needs of
society as well.
A pre-retirement plan
ning conference two years
ago revealed the need in
this area for a short course
for husbands and wives, to
help them make plans for
retirement.

HOME***The practice of
placing children under
state guardianship in out
of-state institutions have
been almost eliminated
Mary Lee Leahy, directo;
of the Illinois Department
_
and Family
of Children
Servic es ( DCFS } an
nounced last week. "Only
75 DCFS wards remain in
out-of-state facilities com
pared to some 785 children
who were in out-of-state in
stitutions in late 1972 "
Mrs. Leahy said. "The r-----reduction is one of the
dramatic
m os t
achievements of this agen
cy," she said. ·
F l o r i d a ' s A n swer to t h e Pet Roc k.
C R O S S M A TCH * * * S i x
P ET CA N D L E comes to you with com
Chicago residents who
p l ete set o f o p e rat i n g i n s t r u c t i o n s to
allegedly received public
a id money from two states
t r a i n y o u r P E T C A N D L E to s i t u p '
at once were indicted last
stan d , l i g h t u p, a n d f l y .
week by a Cook County

PET CANDLE®

grand jury for a total of 228
counts of theft and public
aid fraud. The six were
located through a · com
puter assis ted "crossmat
ch" of public a id records
in Illinois and Indiana. The
Illinois Department of
Pl:lblic Aid is now working
With departments
in
Michigan and Missouri as
well as Indiana to prevent
double dipping in public
aid recipients.

- Ava i la b l e i n S m a l l . Medi u m , a n d Large Si zes.

-------------------------- -

PET CANDLE
1 1 0 G i ra l d a Ave . , C o r a l
Small
$ 1 .00 plus
M e d 1 u m S2 .00 plus
C.. L a rge
$3.00 plus

G a b les. F l o n d a 33 1 34

50� postage & h a n d l i n g
7 5 c postage & h a nd l i ng
95� postage & h a n d l i n g

Name

•

0

Address
C • ty

State
·

1 9 76 Pet Candle Inc

•

(�;111111111 ltige1t)

U nive rsi ty H o l i day s
The holidays listed below will be observed by the
University for the remainder of FY77. The University
will be closed except for necessary operations during
the listed holidays. Please retain this memo for future
reference.

Accu rate List of E d u cato rs N eeded
The Information Office at Governors State Univer
sity is in the process of compiling accurate lists of
educators in neighboring school districts so that we
may keep them informed of University events which
may be of interest to them.
In orde1: to help us compile these lists we would ap
preciate it if you would forward the following in
formation : names of a ll principals in your district and
names of all high sch ool and junior high school depar
tment heads and their titles .
Please forward these names to me in care of the In
formation Office, Governors State University, Park
Forest South, Illinois 60466 . If you have any questions,
please contact me at 3 12/534-5000 .

London
Tou r

PARK
FOREST
SOUTH, 111.-A theater
tour to London is again
planned for a course at
Governors State Univer
sity.
Final plans should be
completed by the begin
n i ng
of
December .
Questions about the tour
and module may be direc
ted to David Reeve at
312/534-5000, .X21 19.
The theater tour to Lon
don will be in connection
with Professor Reeve's
module, "British Theater
Experience. " He lans to
leave at the en of the
spring trimester around
the end of April, and
return prior to the start of
the spring trimester so
that no student will miss
any school days.
He said the module
shruld meet some of the
requirements of the four
colleges a t GSU for
cultural expansion or in
terdisciplinary education.
The tour is open to all
students and university
staff members, and their
immediate families, who
do not wish to participate
in the module.
Although final plans
with the travel agency
have not been completed,
Professor Reeve does not
expect the tour package
to cost more than $550. The
cost will include round-trip
air fare, transfers, hotel
room with bath and con
tinental breakfast, and
theater tickets to 6-10
plays, depending upon the
length of stay of 10 to 14
days.

!

Holiday

Thanksgiving Day
Day following Thanksgiving
Christmas Day
Day after Christmas
New Year's Day
Day after New Year's Day
Martin Luther King's Birthday
Lincoln's Birthday
Memorial Day
,

Paper O n 11G eochem i st�y
of O rga n i c C o m po u nd"
•

Susan Woodham
Information Officer

A professional volume on "Geochemistry of
Organic Compounds" will include a paper by a Gover
nors State University professor.
Daniel J. Casagrande's .. Geochemi cal Simulation
Evidence for the Generation of Homologous Decar
boxylated Por hyrins" was originally published in
another journa in 1971.
Dr. Casagrande is university professor of earth
science- in the College of Environmental and Applied
Sciences at Governors State

f

Add i ti o na l O ptional
/

Life I nsu ra nce
Effective as of November 1 , 1976, the monthly rate
for Additional Optional Life Insurance on employees
has reverted to .66 cents per $ 1,000 of insurance ( com
pared to the current rate of .62 cents per $1,000 ) .
This lower rate was due to a dividend credit for
FY74 and FY75 which now has been fully returned to
the group. This change in rate will be reflected on the
November 16th paycheck.
•

HELP · WITH
AVAILABLE

uu

BASIC

.L..----.

•

OPPORTUN ITY

GRANTS

( CPS)-The Federal Government's Office of
Education has initiated a new service to assist studen
ts with problems related to the Basic E �ucational Op
portunity Grant P.rogra � . The .Bas.Ic Grant In
formation Center will provide apphcabo� and sta �us
information as well as send students duplicate copies
of their eligibility reports. Their toll-free number is
8()0-638-6700. In Maryland, call 8oo-492-6602 .

- NOT I C E

-

Unde rgra d u a te s .
a re no t permi t te d to e n rol l
i n 800�- 9�00 ( Gra dua te O n l y ) Mo du l e s

Theology for lunch·
PARK FOREST SOUTH, ILL.-"Theology for Lun
ch" Wednesday series for December at Governors
State University :
December 1-"The Changing Role of Women in the
Church," Ms. Jane de Jovine, educator, Homewood.
December 8-"The Body as Prophet," Rev. Gerald
Johnson, director office of pastoral care, Silver Cross
hospital , Joliet.
December 15-"How to Laugh at Yourself," the
Rev. Elmer Witt, Campus Ministries, Governors
State University.
Theecumenical Campus Ministries council is spon
sor of the "bring your own brown bag lunch" sessions
from noon to 1 p.m. in the student services conference
room, D-1120.

Thomas

Moves Up
15,
November
Springfield-Dona ld E .
Walters, Executive Of
ficer of the Board of
G o v e n . or s
of State
Colleges and Universities,
announces the ap
pointment of Thomas
Layzell as Deputy
Executive Officer for Administrative Affairs and
Labor Relations as of
November 15. Mr. Layzell
will conduct all labor
relation · and collective
bargainmg activities for
the Board of Governors
system. He will serve as
t he
Board's
chief
negotiator with faculty
employees represented by
the AFT and will be respon
sible for the overall coor
dination and . supervisiOJ!
of all collective bargaining
with civil service em
ployees at the five Board
of Governors universities.
Mr. Layzell has been at
Govern rs State Univer
sity, Park Forest South,
since its inception in Sep
tember: 1 969, and has ser
ved as Vice President for
Adminbtration since Sep
tember, 1974.

- :·mTI CE CHLD S tu de n ts \lho P l an to Gra d u a te
Appl i ca ti o ns fo r Gra dua ti o n rnus t be s ubmi tted

to Adv i s C'I r t..y s ec o n d v1e e k o f T �·i mes ter
� ······
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Daniel

J . Casagrande

_________

..._

_

The five member in
stitutions
under
the
Board's jurisdiction are
Chicago State University,
Chicago ; Eastern Illinois
Universit y, Charlesto n ;
Governors State Univer
sity, Park Forest South ;
Northeastern
I l l i nois
University , Chicago ; and
Western Illinois Univer
sity, Macomb.
/

·.

T homas Layz e l l

·�····, ············�·····················..···············

A f01 n erGovernors State Univers ity Board of Governors s tudent
L incoh As hford is the publis her of a new news paper. Volume one
Numbe r one of YOUR NEWS hit the s treets on November 1, I 976 .
The f r page tab is geared towards the C hicago Heights area
res ide1 s.
.

,........................................................4

C o ngratu lati o n

.,,,,,,.,.,...,,,,,,,,,.,,••.......,,..•••••.....•.....,... .

D ave R eeve's

Observed on

Thursday, Nov. 25
Friday, Nov. 26
Friday, Dec. 24
Monday, Dec. 27
Friday, Dec. 31
Monday, Jan. 3
Friday, Jan. 14
Friday, Feb. 1 1
Monday, May 30

s a

oy

Congratulations are extended to the
lys,
Bill and Carol "in recognition of the birth of Damien
Christian Wimberly November 6, 1976, weighing in at
7 lbs. 6- 1/4 ozs.

Q l\l TH E

FIJI\ll\IY

WHERE HAVE ALL THE RICH UNCLES GONE?

(CPS)-Tbe U.S. Is suffering from ano!her shor
tage, Fortune magazine reP_Ot:fs · I�'s not �il:· na�ural
gas or toilet paper, but billionaires. Billionau-es'?
Billionaires.
Acr"rding to Fortune only �o ��pie .who count .
their cash in ten figures are still livmg m the U.S.
They are insurance tycoon John �· ��c Arthur a�d
industrialist Daniel K. Ludwig. This billion dollar parr
take over from Howard Hughes and J. Paul Getty,
both of whom have moved on to that big bank vault in
the sky.
Mac Arthur told Fortune he didn't realize he was so
rich. "H I'm rich, I don't know it," he said. "I work
for companies that are rich as hell and I own all the
stock so maybe that makes me rich,'' he added.
In � se you're worried, the Internal Revenue �r
vice reports there will be 371,000 Amencan
millionaires by the end of this year. In �s� you're
wondering how you, too, can make a million or a
billion, both Lud� and MacAI:thur dropped out of
school after the eighth grade.

· · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · • · · · · · · · · •

FORD CAPTURES BIG PRIZE ON T .P . ISSUE

(CPS) -He ran on a platform of "continuous toilet
paper," nobody asked him about his golfing buddies
and Eastern Europe wasn't an issue, but Gerry Ford
has been elected president nonetheless-of the Pine
Hall Residence Council at Bemidji State University in
Minnesota.
Ford, 18, a business major, told dorm residents he'd
provide toilet paper rolls instead of individual sheets
and the romise swept him easily into the top office.
Many o his friends have started calling him "Mr.
President, " but it doesn't both Gerry. "Nothing is in
bad taste," he says.
Ford, whose full name is Gerard Alexander Ford, is
an avid reader who keeps a topographic map collec
tion, five calendars andthe slogan, "Don't stare at
me, you may be nuts yourself someday" all in his tiny
dorm room.
A registered Democrat, Ford intends to vote for the
current Ford that's parked in the White House
because he's long followed the real Jerry's career .

f

STORM CLOUDS GATHERING ON HORIZON-IT'S
IN THE STARS

(CPS)-H you think things are bad now, just wait
until the next decade-it la<Es worse, a well-known
group of stargazers is warning.
"A lot of astrologers are worried about the 1�, "
says Robert Hand, a member o f the National Council
for Geocosmic Research. "We don't know what is
going to happen. "
_
__. The problem it seems , is that the planets are
heading into an unusual alignment starting in 1980
that is similar to the alignment they were in during
World War Two. This alignment, which occurs every
20 years, also bodes ill for presidents since it is during
this astro arrangement that the chief executives have
been kicking the bucket in office.
The National Council for Geocosmic Research
F I S H- STORY** *Fish
claims
it is trying to remove "mumbo-jumbo" from
are being used as an en
the
ancient
craft of astrology.
vironmental barometer by
of
t
Departmen
lllinois
the
Conservatio n. Periodic
testing of fish from all
major public waters in
Illinois for toxic sub
stances was initiated this
HAMBURGERS CALLED REDDER, WHITER AND
year . . T he testing
BLUER THAN HOT DOGS
program is a team effort
( CPS) -Hamburgers have passed hotdogs as the
by the state departments
all-American piece of meat, The WaD Street Journal
of Conservat io Public
reports.
.
Health, Agriculture, and
Americans will gobble 50 billion hamburgers thiS
Environmental Protection
year both in homes and in bur!''.:!" emporiums, ac
Agency and two federal
cording to the American Meat Institute, n�ly three
agencies. By testing the
times the number of hot dogs. Other mdustry
fish, scientists can deter
spokesmen say ground beef will account for over 40
mine whether harmful
percent of this year's record U.S. beef co nsum ption of
chemicals or other sub
125 pounds a person.
.
stances are present in the
If current estimates are accurate, ground beef will
thus
fishes' environment,
make up over 60 percent of all beef consumed in this
providing an early 'Yar
country by 1980. "We have beco�e a hamb�ger
agamst
system
ning
society,'' one beef feeder told The Journal as he licked
pollution.
his chops.

Rep u blican 23rd Psal m
Ford is my shepard - I shall not
want
He maketh me to lie down on
park benches
He leadeth me beside the still
factories
He restoreth my doubt in the
Republican Party
He guideth me to the path of
unemployment
For his party's sake, and
"speci al
interest
gro ups"

. • . . • • .• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • •

TODDLER TOlUNG
EGGHEADS

TURNS

INFANTS

INTO

( CPS/ZNS) -Men who get high at an early age get
high grades later in college, a University of Vermont
study has found
The three researchers who conducted the survey
admit they have no idea why early pot-smoking leads
to better grades, but the� suggest that �g at a ten
der age might stimulate mtellectual curiosity.
Another answer, they say, is that smarter kids are
simply the ones who try marijuana earlier.
• • . . . . . . •. • . . • . • • . •

S I UE

Yea - tho I walk in the valley of
the soup kitchens
I am still hungry
I do not fear evil for thou art
against me
Thou anointeth my income with
taxes, so that
My expenses runneth over
my income
Surely poverty and hard living
shall
follow

�. ..........

THE SMELLER'S THE FELLER

( CPS) -Everyone does it, nobody particularly likes
it and until Dr. Michael Levitt studied it, nobody knew
how to stop it.
"It" is what doctors call "anal wind, " aka Carting,
which Levitt dicovered can be reduced with a low
fiber diet and made less odorless with a diet high in
fibers.
If that doesn't sound contradictory enough, another
catch is that low fiber meals cause constipation. In
any case, Levitt at least poo-pooed one theory, ad
vanced by the astronauts, that swallowing large
amounts of water caused farts.

.

·

REPUBLICAN 23RD PSALM

Ford is my shepard - I shall not
want
He maieth me to lie down on park
benches
He leadeth me beside the still fac
tories
He restoreth my doubt in the
Republican Party
He guideth me to the path of
unemployment
For his party's sake, and
"special interest groups"
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Yea tho I walk in the valley of the
soup kitchens
I am still hungry
I do not fear evil for thou art
against me
.
.
Thou anointeth my mcome With
taxes, so that
My expenses runneth over my
income
Aurely poverty and hard living
shall follow
The Republican Party and I
shall
Live in a rented house forever.
-

5000 years ago Moses said park

your camel,
Pick up your shovel, mount
your
Ass and I shall lead you to the
Promised land

5000 years later FManklin D.
Roosevelt said lay down
Your shovel, sit on your ass
And light up a camel - this is
the
Promised land
Today, Ford will tax your shovel,
sell your
'
Camel kick you in the ass and
Tell y� there is no promised
land
I am glad I am an American
I am glad I am free
But I only wish that I was a
little dog-and Ford was a
tree.

TH E

A(; T IV I TY

Sta r Spa ng led Girl
The choice of Neil Simon 's "The Star Spangled

Girl" as Professor Mel M. Slott's Bicentennial of
fering has proven to be an excellent one. His able
direction and the fine performances of the paly's
three actors, combined with David A. Reeve's
superior set design, gave us theatre at its best right
here on the GSU campus.
.
.
Simon, one of the theatre's top comedy wnters, IS
well known for his ability to take a series of one
liners, tie them together with a plot and turn out
hilariously funny and successful plays. In "The Star
Spangled Girl" he tells the story of what happens
wnen the female counterpart of Jack Armstrong the
All-American Boy moves into the apartment next
door to two idealistic, but starving, young men who
are devoting their lives to telling their fellow San
Franciscans what's wrong with America.
This play Jacks Simon's usual trademark : a touch
of human tragedy underlying the hilarity. No tears
mixed with my laughter as did when I saw "Plaza
Suite", "The Last of the Red Hot Lovers", and even
"The Odd Couple" . Instead, "The Star Spangled
Girl" carries a social messa ge that is not as relevant
now as it was in the late sixties.
Then much of the country was invqlved in trying to
decide who were the real patriots-those who pointed
out America's faults and tried to do something about
them or those who drove around with "America,
Love 'n or Leave It" bumper stickers on their cars. It
is a tribute to the abilities of actors and director that
they can make the play seem almost contemporary in
1976.

N o Audience Bad ·
News For Play

Best Seats

-----

Andy Hobart, played by Glenn Kavacevich, !s
creator publisher, editor and chief salesman for hJS
very umuccessful magazine, "Fallout". When he �
not entertaining their widowed landlady (who IS
never seen by �e aml�e�ce) , �hi�h. he �oes. in lieu ?f
paying rent he IS proVIding artistic mspiration for hJS
roommate Norman Cornell (David Avcollie) . Nor
man, under severalpseudonyms, is the magazine's
sole author.
Norman falls in love with Sophie, who spurns his at
tentions. Sophie falls in love with Andy, who i_s in love
with h� magazine. Until the happy ending, the
audience is kept occupied tyring not to laugh so long
at one funny line that they �iss the next. .
Kavacevich and Avcollie are professiOnal actors.
They appeared through a grant from the GSU Per
forming Arts Guild. Thier skill and experience is
evident. Avcollie's control brought us a zany Norman
without resorting - to slapstick: Ka�ac�vich's timi!lg
and facial expressions-especially m hiS scenes With
the telephone-added a great deal to Simon's humor.
Undergraduate theatre arts student Sarah Mc
Murray, as Sophie Rauschmeyer, tna�aged to _ hold
her own in this professional company With seemmgly
little difficulty. Her soft voice doesn't project too well,
but GSU's intimate theatre compensated for that. She
made Sophie believable-no mean feat, since Simon
has this little Bible-toting, flag-waving girl from Hun
nicut, Arkansas, delivering lines that make her sound
more like a writer for the Bob Hope Show than a
swimming instructor at the YMCA. And she kept her
Arkansas drawl throughout the performance. She is a
talented young lady.
It was interesting to note that the line getting the
most laughter from an audience spr�ed with
University students and faculty was delivered by
Kavacevich (Andy) in describing Norman as one of
the ocuntry's most talented and creative young
writers : "In his freshman year at Dartmouth he
wrote a thesis on the economi<: growth of the Pbpip
pine Islands since 1930 Without any preVIous
knowledge of economics, the Philippines, or 1930."
This is the first time professional actors have ap
peared in a GSU Theatre presentation. Professionals
may be used again if the budget permits, accordin� to
Slott. This is an excellent idea. Watcbing
professionals work, and working with them, provides
an invaluable learning expereince for GSU theatre ar
ts students. •
Reeve's set was realistic and seemed perfect down
to the smallest $letail. It was equal to, if nQt better
than, many seen in professional theatres and added
authenticity to the production.
I would have chosen something other than . ''The
Battle Hymn of the Republic" for the ov �e, as I
felt introdu�ing it then reduced the �pact It has at
final curtam-but that's a small pomt. Overall, I
found the production well done and surprisingly
professional.
My only disappointment was the size of Friday's
audience. Almost half the theatre's seats went unoc
cupied. If this is indicative of the support the students
and faculty give to GSU Theatre, we shoold all be
ashamed of ourselves. It far surpassed much
professional theatre in the area, a l!d the price is . c�
tainly right even for those who don t have an activity
ticket. They rated a full house for the run of the play.
·

absence although indeed
they were, "Star Spangled
Girl" is a giddy bit of stage
the
The play was good and foolery carrying
the players were good, but · playwright's usual-and
the p l a ygoers were usually valid-message:
terrible. Most of them · . Here is a chunk of what
stayed home. We saw Neil . modern America is all
Simon's "Star Spangled about.
Girl" in the Governors
In this case we get a
State univei'Sity theater peek at the '60's, a poke at
and less than half the 1 50 social protest and a
seats were filled.
. probing look at ro�nti�
This non-attendance IS love, whatever that IS. Neil
an insult to good theater. Simon is a master at
And it upsets good theater making us laugh at our
people. Professionals are s e l v es
with
a � h i.ng
trained to work before an mouths ; we keep flickmg
a udience : they warm to our tongues against the
response and perform throbbing tee th to see if
their best before people. I they have stopped hurting
Playing to a non-audience and they have not ; we canis a theatrical turnoff.
not help ourselves.
Through the courtesy of
This kind of nonattendance also does a Actors Equity the theater
to
those union, GSU was able to
d i s se r v i c e
theater-lover'S who have br ing
Chicago
two
come to see the play. Bad professionals south to
enough that they have paid stage this play. One of
their money to view a per- them was David A vcollie a
formance that they know versatile zany actor just
would be better if the perfect for the part of Nor
audience were larger , man a writer teetering on
worse that every empty the wrong side of the fine
seat is an indictment and line that separates genius
an embarrassment. The from you-know-what. The
un- o t he r
f idgets
viewer
Glenn
was
comfortably, wishing he Kovacevich and for him a
had stayed home so as not former
GSU
theater
to be confounded by all student, this production
those empty chairs. It is should have been a trium- ·
his responsibility to laugh phant homecoming.
Completing the cast of
longer and clap harder in a
IN H.OUSE
futile attempt to make up three was a current
for them. He is in the student Sarah McMurray.
AT EVERY PERFORMANCE
position of the poor chur- She held her own won�
-=::=:,�=���
-�,.::: ,:
cb--goer who ' must suffer derfully
against
the
atudlnta.
through a tiresome ser- strength of the pros and as
PfiCEs FOR STUDENTS ON STAGE: r.-. ttwv 111\n. a PM, ..., Sun. • r =:to'"'t,.'-1:-�:.CE�·ao; Wid. '- s.t. 2 PM - "'·00· SEATS CAN ae
mon on why more people a washed-up swimming
church
should be in
: , thi� star cast adrift on the
GROUP SALES CALL 922-2976
lecture is silent but he gets shores of the San FranSEATS
GO ON SALE MON.� NOV. 15,
it nonetheless.
cisco job market played a
For
Information 922-2973.
IT IS NOT enough to say competent COunterpoint to
STU DEBAKER THEATRE, 411 1 . lllc:lllciM ""· · CMc.eo 10101.
that those who stayed the coolish devil-may-care L-__;:::.:.;,:::;;:;;:;,;,:;
:: ::.:...:.;.;=::.:.�
.:.:.: ;.;.;;;;,..,;;;,;;.:
;;,;,
;;;;.;.;..;.;.;.;;::..;.;.;.;..;.;:.;..,;.
;: �-.-J.
away were losers bv their Andy < Kovacevich ) .
By

HARRIET P.
CUS

MAR-

•

,

&
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For Student
At
Studebaker
Theater
"The best seats in the
house" is how critics in
New York, Boston, Los ·
Angeles, Washington, D.C.
a nd
elsewhere
have
described the 58 seats that
will be on sale at the
Studebaker Theatre in
Chicago starting Monday,
Nov. 15 for Peter Shaffer's
award-winning powerful
drama, "Equus," the first
play to win all major New
York critical awards.
Sold only to students
with current IDs at a
reduced student price, the
coveted stage seats put
that part of the audience
into the play without
making any demands on
them beyond their presen
ce. It's the production in
American theatre history,
on stage, in the action !
During the run of
"Equus," which begins a
limited engagement at the
Studebaker
Thursday
e v e i n g Dec . 2, the
producers have made
these 58 stage seats
available at each per
for m a n c e
including
matinees for students who
present their ID cards at
time of purchase at the
box office. The special
seats may be purchased in
advance also. These low
price seats are available
for Monday through Thur
sday evening at 8, Sunday
at 7 PM, and Wednesday
a nd Saturday 2 PM
matinees for $4.00 each.
On Friday and Saturday
evening ( 8 : 30) the cost is
$5.00.
These stage seats are
available for students, in
dividually or in groups,
during the preview per
formances also, Nov. 26
through Dec. 1 .
I n the coveted role of Dr.
Martin Dysart will be Ken
Howard who starred both
on stage and in films in the
musical "1776, , as well as
starring in the two TV
series, "Adam's Rib, and
"The Manhunger. "

Free Classi fied Advertising for All GSU Students.

Classilieds
I

It Pays to Advertize

1975 Me-rcury Grand Marquis.·
Pow..r windows. eeata. slt"t"ring.
ante-nnae-, brakeos. AM/FM ste-re-o.
climate- control, tilt wh...-1 . tinte-d
�tlaes. inlt'nal windshie-ld wipe-rs
w/washeon. and more-. Body in
eoxreolleont c-ondition. · This rar is
loade-d 30.800 mls. 16.000.00. Info
raii SM-9436 or In C.SU nt. 22641.
RtHHnmatr wanted: 2S-3S woman
with rleoan llabita. tlumham Oaks
534-5000 �Ill. Z4ll, RG. All�n.

JOR SALE: 75 Muatus � �
tranamisaioa exceUeat coDCiitioa
goo4 milage very low milu.
AMjJM stereo radio, p,ooo• or
your reaaoaable offer.' Ca l l
339-2246 ask for Toay.
JOR SAL�: N- tire .5.60 x 13
tubl esa W.W. (72 Dataua) Never on
tbe groamcl. Beat offer, call after six
p.m. 928·3931.
JOR SAL�: 197.5 Chevy Moua
:o!e2, very reaaoaabl• witb extra's.
Phone 720·2432 after 5:30.

Babysitte-r wanted, odd hours
rv..niJ111t8 .
poq�ility of tndr
siltiJJ«. your houw or mine-.
Monn...- 534-5000 ""'· 2l l 9 Joni
Suttir.
FOR SALE : 1974 Buick Century
Luxu�, 350 Vs. Automatic, power
. s
nng, power brakes, white
vmyl roof. Radio, heate r. un
dercoa ting. Mileage less than
22,000 miles. Metallic blue. Call

�

563-8366.

Net'd Roommate. 2 BDRM. Apt.
available to share. R lehton Sq. Cpt ..
diswsh., mdm. kiteh, eat, dkrm.
set. timH, gd. stere-o. Mal.. 20
straight, into tht'atrt'. photo & art.
Rent 1132.00. lntere-atl'd eall Roh
Gold '328-0296 or leave not at GSU
Tht'alre offict'.

pe� hour while on

Je... E. Brown
Special RepreMntaliwa

"How to Make $9 to $18

vacation or on weekend."

$3

plus 50¢ postage
and handling.

w.,

308 South Dixie
Pal m Beach, FL 33401
CThe Morgan

B US I N E SS

•

typrd'!' uut
� or oontact P.O. 8011 61
p..afk· �ornt Ul. 60466. A U ..w•�
� rantt't"d.
or

GSU classified usher Like Ne\\
Wurli tzer Console Piano For
Sale. $500 . 00 or best offer. Call
339-8218.
Position Opening : ' Resident
req uired,
MSW
Counselor.
private boarding for dependant
boys, South Suburban setting, 5
day week. For info. cal l 754 -0175
For sale : 1973 Vega Wagon good
condi tion. $1400.00 or best offer.
New Exhaust System. Call 6727939. Ask for Matt.

,

10

Soulll Riverside

Plaza

Sui1e 11M
Chit:ag6, lllinola eoeoe
Bua..: 2153-4250

Mutu1l llfe lnsur�nce Comp•nr

#

•
...a.
"'T

*

·····················•*

P,.sa, 197&

OPPOR1 U N I T'Y

$25.00 PER H UNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To :
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston, Mass. 0 2 1 10

Position Openi n g , Resea rc h '
Assistant. Would you be in
terested in developing leader
and a d 
manageri a l
ship,
ministrative skills? Please send
qualifications to Assistant Dean
Cliff Eagleton. CHLD.

..

apartlllt'nt for re-nt in

I I intt'ft"tllt'd ra U 5.14-2214

P a r en t s :
House
W a n ted :
Married couplples with mature
outlooks needed for part time
positions as House Parents a t
Glenwood School for Boys.
Responsibilities w i l l incl ude
supervision of cottages with 12 -18
boys, two or more nights a week.
A few openings are available for
single adults. For info: ca ll 7540175 ext. 31.
Former secretary and statistical
typist will do private typing and
minor editing. For info. call Donna at 754 -5309.

(F'!� !��lli� � �� �� �!� � �?t
a
.
r
reciprocal borrowing program of six Chicago area
university libraries, including Governors State
University.
Students, faculty, and staff members from par
ticipating universities are eligible to borrow.
Material from general collections, as a rule, may be
borrowed. Special collections are usually available
for use in the library. To borrow a book, a valid ID
card from the borrower's home institution is iden
tification.
Each library tells when materials should be retur
ned to the library where they were borrowed.
Other Chicago area university libraries in the
reciprocal borrowing program are Chicago State
University, De Paul University, Illinois Institute of
Technology, Northeastern Illinois University, and
Roosevelt University.
At Governors State University, the Learning
Resources center contains more than 1 50,000
volumes, 2,000 journal subscriptions, 200,000
microforms, and 30,000 nonprint materials including
filmstrips, audio and video-cassettes, records, slides,
kits, games, and motion pictures.
The LRC's special collections include federal, state,
and local government documents ; curriculum
materials ; juvenile literature, and the university's
archives.
TheLRC is located on the second floor of the central
core of buildings. It is open Monday through Satur
da ; closed Sunda .

F o r C h i l d rens Th eater

•.•

339-8218.

8
.�

.

B ooki ngs Ava i lable

�

GSU classified usher Like New
Wurlitzer Console Piano For
Sale. $500 . 00 or best offer. Call

,

_.... �Wli... .'W:'• .- � ;..-.= ·•: 4C< :-.-...; •-.: >Je(· -· �u �:

•

2260.

f ._.room

t* �

*
*
*
•

Stuff Envelopes

WILL BABYSIT ia my bome Mon.
to Jri. Ask for Vi\liaa experieaced
aad goo4 to cbildl'ft. Part forest
Sotltb ares. PboQe .534-9413

;;�·

*
*
*
*
*

*
-

The Morgan Press

61 VW sq ua re- baek lor sale. Needs
mt't'hanit'al work. l!odY 1n · good
c-ondition aa is inteo.rior. 1�.• er
bt"st ollt'r. U ink'-rHted �
Duant' at 563-9436, or 534-5101 t'liLI

WANTU: A mature roommate to
live iD a Iars• boue iD a.icqo
Heigbta. Split nDt aH coet. Call
7SS-26M,

� a- -pape-r wntten

J

HELP WANTED

\···················�*

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. -Schools and groups
may book the 1976-1977 touring production of the
Governors State University Children's theater.
Information about bookings and fees for "Two Plus
One" may be obtained by telephoning the university
drama workshop at 312/534-5000 , X2 1 19.
The production contains three merry folk tales
whose locales travel from ancient India, to modern
Japan, to fairy tale England.
Cast members are all students at the university :
Chicago-Robert Gold, Luc Morales, and Arnell
Pugh.
Chicago Heights-Ethel Arney.
Monee-Joan Suttie.
Park Forest-Mary Allen and Ann Ricks.
Park Forest South-Carol Foulkes and Rose Mc
Bride.
Students will create, plan, and design a total
theater environment in the space where they per
form, with children in the audience experiencing the
magic of theater as they become an integral part of
the production.
The designer and road manager, Gold, has
developed a unique combination of scenic elements
for the troupe and the children to create the varied en
vironments necessary to the show .

J- .

S i x G un J us t i ce
By Ken Stern

{CPS >-It was not a pleasant ending to
Mary Capito's vacation.
Mary was returning home, feeling
relaxed and happy. As she loped up the
stairs �o her apartment, Mary made a
mental note to pay her rent since it was
already three days overdue. But ap
proaching her front door, she wuickly
found out that wouldn't be necessary ; she
was greeted by a padlock and note which
read , "Due to your failure to pay the rent
on time, we have evicted you and h a ve
taken custody of your possessioll$ . "
Strange but true. It happens everyday in
countless cities even though most states
have banned the practice, w hose legal
moniker is " forcible entry and deta iner. "
It may be a throwback to the days of
powdered wigs and "six gun justice," but
landlord hassles are still as common these
days as acne, especially in student com
munities w here the transi transient
population causes a high rental turnover.
But relief from unscrupulous landlords
is not ha rd to come by, if students would
always keep in mind a few simple prin
ciples . The first commandment of lan
dlord-tenant relations is, "Thou shalt
always ca refully read thy lease, especially
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the- fine print . " Landlords will often try
and slip in outrageous respoosi bilities or
disclaimers including provisions which
a llow a landlOJ;'d to take a l l your
possess ions if your rent is just five days
late.
If, before signing your lease, you
discover any such outlandish clauses,
make sure they're crossed out and then
signed by the landlord, unless you feel no
particular attachment to your worldly
possessions.
One otherproblem area for tenan
ts-students especia lly-is the gloomy
region of security deposits. The biggest
racket in town isn't numbers running or in
terstate car theft, but rather the Great
American Security Deposit Swindle. In
most cases, when an apartment is rented
the tenant is required to place a security
deposit with the landlord which is sup
posedly designed to cover any damage
caused by the renter during the period of
tenancy. The rules say this deposit will be
refunded w hen the tenant moves on. But
that's not w ha t always happens, even i f
the tenant leaves the place spotless . In
reality, getting your money back is about
as easy as saying "no" to an insurance
salesman.

-

-------....,--·
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BUSINESS
The Placement Office would
T e c h n i c a l / S c i e n t i f i c Com
B -A C C - B C - 5 A C CO U N T I N G
like to remind you that it has
munications or English. Five
POSITION : Persons who is acavailable for the benefit of G .S. U.
years TechnicaVIndustrial ex
counting major in last year of
students the daily Chicago Job
perience. Salary Range : $ 1 1 ,200 Bank Microfiche listing as put out h a v e g ra d u a t e d , w i t h a
$21,000 for the 39 week academic
B.A./M.A. AVAILABLE IMyear.
by the Illinois Employment Ser
MEDIATELY. SALARY : $12.000.
vice.
E-HE-SC-36 1 ) DIRECTOR OF
B-MGMT-BC-9 MANAGEMENlllinois was one of the first
CIVIC
&
CULTURAL
s t a t e s to r e c og n iz e t h e T TRAINEE <SALES) - Involves
PROGRAMS : SALARY $13,041
a year and a half period of
poss ibilities of Job Ba� i n a
Min. 2) DIRECTOR OF ADULT
professional training on a step by
large metropolitan area . The
CAREER RESOURCES CEN
Chicago Job Bank was developed step schedule by an experienced
TER: SALARY : $14,997 min. Ap
field manager. Training involves
for this reason and officially
plications Deadline 1 2- 1 5-77
opened on January 23, 1970 to ser classroom sessions, field work,
Required M . A .
ve employees and persons meetings, and seminars, and a
E-HE-BC-37 ASSISTANT DEA
seeking employment in Chicago self study program . Should have
N FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS:
and more than 140 neighboring a degree and experience in
Qualifications : Incumbent must
education or social service is
communities.
have experience in student af
helpful. A typical first year inJob Bank is a centralized,
fairs and knowledge of higher
semi-automated operation em come $15,475, a typical second
educa tion organ ization and
ploying data processing, whereby year income $19,550.
operation. Mast�r degree of
B-MGMT-BC- 10 INSURANCE
an employer, with one telephone
equivalent experience required .
call can place job order for any CLAIMS EXAMINER: Evaluate
E-HE-SC-38 INMATE EDUCA
type of worker for the unskilled to the group claims of Health and
TIONAL
TRA I N I N G
the highly professional, except accidents for a major insurance
PROGRAM : Qualifications : B.A.
company. No degree required
for day laborers and domestic
in
industrial education
helpers. An employer calling Job prefer B.A. Pay $130.00 per week.
< preferred > . Teaching in in
B-SALES-BC-3 A FOUR-Phase
Bank will give an "order taker"
dustrial education < preferred ) .
all the pertinent inform�tion Training Program : a ) Classroom
Experience o r tra ining i n
b l Field Training c ) Sales person
regarding the position (i.e. title,
vocational counseling techniques
< preferred ) .
j o b , d e sc r i p t i o n , s a l a r y , will receive referrals, service
requirement, etc . > . This in calls and personal contacts.
E-OTHER-8C-9 TYPING, BUS
formation is fed into a computer Unlimited earning power, Health
INESS ENGLISH: 40 hours per
which arranges the jobs in oc- . Care Plan, Automobile Inweek. Office Practice 8 : 30-5 :00
cuPational sequence, according surance, Life and Accidental
Immediate vocational program .
to the Dictiona ry of Occupational Death and Dismemberment InMust have B .A ./M.A. in Business
s u r a n ce a n d S c h o l a r s h i p
Titles, produces a type and the
Education.
Job Bank Book is Put out on a Program.
E-8EC-SC-3 Teacher: May be
B-8ALES-BC-5 MANAGEMENmicrofiche and distributed daily.
openings end of February in H.S.
Since the Placement Office now T SALES: Retail background in
Math, Elem, Art, Jr. High
received a copy of this microfiche retail sales.
English. Salary $9,000 - $16,000?
( minus the name of the em EDUCATION
Possible 2nd grade Nov.-Dec .
ployer ) , we, in conjunction with E-EL-8C-16 JOLIET PUBLIC
E-SEC-SC-4 COUNSELOR/SO
the Dlinois State Employment SCHOOLS: Jr. High Speech
CIAL WORKER with a M . A . in
Service, are able to offer to Teacher, and Jr. High Language
counseling. Will be working with
G.S.U. students the opportunity Arts Teacher. Must have a
students who have dropped out in
to learn the latest information minimum of 18 semester hours in
the Bloom Area. Will work 4-5
concerning jobs open and offered subject area and proper State of . hours a day. Salary : $7,500.
. each day in Metropolitan Chicago Illinois certification. Position
E-SP-SC- 1 1 Teachers
Aid :
by the Illinois State Employment Open Immediately.
Begin as soon as possible for
E-EL-BC-17 IMMEDIATE VAService.
Spec ial
Educa tion
C lass .
The following is a sample list of CANCY: Junior High Math
Requirements : 30 hours of
job titles which were listed in the Teacher. This position may also
College Credits. Salary : $2.75 an
Job Bank this article was com include some Junior High Baskethour.
ball Coaching duties.
posed < November 16, 1976 ) :
E-SP-SC-12 Teacher for studen
E-EL-8C-18 We are in need of ts with Behavior Disorders. Must
Program Manager
for
a pp l i c a n t s
a
Home
Assistant Program Director
have Bachelors degree with Type
Economics ( 7-8th) position for
Micro Publishing Technician
10 Certificate from the State of
the second semester ( apTransit Planner
lllinois. With specialization in
Food
Freezing
Marketing proximately week of January 17,
Behavioral Disorders and either
1977 ) .
Specialist
Educable Mentally Handicapped,
E-EL-SC-19 IMMEDIATE OPEnvironmental Engineer
or Learning Disabilities. IM
ENING FOR COORDINATOR
Research Analyst
MEDIATE OPENING.
OF TITLE I PROGRA M : Must
Quality Assurance Supervisor
E-SP-SC-13 EMH-LD Certified
Job Technician
have IUinois Teaching Cer- Junior High Science Teacher.
tificate. Masters Degree plus 15 HUMAN SERVICES
Group Leader Ecology
hours of graduate credit, 5 years
Child Development Trainee
HS-8W-8C-5 The job will be for a
teaching experience with exChild Care Counselor
volunteer co-<>rdinator with a
perience in curriculum develop- project that works with mothers
Family Counselor
ment with emphasis on language incaroerated in the Cook County
School Psychologist
arts.
Division Marketing Specialist
House of Corl'"ections. This
E-HE-BC-33 WEAVING AND
Sr. Marketing Research Analyst
project seeks to provide linkages
FIBER : Qualifications : M.F.A. between jailed mother and her
Manpo:-ver Planner
preferred requirements include children with the goal of maintai
N urses < all types )
proficiency in on-and-off the loom ning and insuring and insuring
Dietician
weaving techniques, evidence of the stability of the family during
Medical Technologists
sucessful teaching experience, this period of crisis. MUST BE A
Alumni Director
and an established produc- WOMAN.
Biology Instructor
r e c o r d . PUBLIC SERVICE
lion/exhibition
Kindergarten Teacher
FOR
DEADLINE
A P - PS-FED-BC-:f F IELD INITIAT
Language Tutor
PLICATIONS: January 10, 1977 ED STUDIES : Handicapped
Advertising Worker
I N C E N T R A L research and demonstration
LOCATED
Public Information Officer
MICHIGAN
Artist
progra m .
A P P L I CA T I O N
E-HE- BC-34 CHAIRPERSO N DEADLINE : January 10, 1977.
Cost Analyst
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF PS-LO-RH-6 HOUSING AND
Accounts {several and varied)
ART AT CENTRAL M ICHIGAN COM M U N ITY ASSISTANCE
Auditor
UNIVERSITY DEADLINE FOR PLANNE R : This is an im
Purchasing Agent
APPLICATIONS: February 1 1 , mediate opening in a planning
Loan Manager Trainee
1977.
Administrative Assistant
agency for a person with
E-HE-SC-3 COORDINATOR OF education or experience in
Plant Manger
. TECHNICAL REPORTING AND housing or community affairs.
Caseworker
PROGRA M : PS-LO-RH-7 VARIOUS CIVIL
JOU RNA L ISM
Social Worker
Minimum : SERVICE JOBS WITH THE
Qualifications :
Youth Service Director
J o u r n a l i s m , METROPOLITAN SANITARY
B.S./B.A.
Recreation Leader
•
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M-ML-8C-8 Various Positions :
Editorial Trainee, Programmer
Analyst, Associate Designer,
Senior Programmer/ Analyst,
Production Typist, Spanish
Editor and Expenditer. For fur
t h e r i n fo r m a t ion c o n t a c t
Placement Office.
M-PT-BC-33 To tutor students in
GED skiJI development ; human
relations, employment relations,
also do counseling. Tutor people
in reading, English, math, scien
ce and social studies . For further
information contact Placement
Office.
M-PT-SC-34 Wan ted person
with a good Short Hand
background experience. Would
prefer someone with a legal
b a c k g r o u n d . T y p i n g a l so
required. Salary $4.50/hour. Will
be working evenings and weeken
ds.
S-HR-RH-1 MEDIAL UNIT AD
MINISTRATOR: Should possess
a minimum of four years of
college with some courses in
business or public administration
plus three years of a d
e x P e r i e nc e .
ministrative
Salra ry : $14,280 - $19,088 .

DISTRICT. Contact R. Hollister
for further information.
TECHNICAL

T-BC-13 Perfers Engineering
student or person with some draf
ting experience. Duty : Operate
blue print machine 20 percent of
time doing drafting . Car
Necessary. Degree not required.
Immediate Opening : Salary $3-5
an hour.
T-RH-12 Openings for students
a re
g ra d u a t e s
with
an
engineering consul ting firm
which certifies the performance
of pollution control equipment.
MUST BE FREE TO TRAVEL
EXTENSIVELY.
M I SCELLANEOUS

T-BC-13 ACCOUNTING CLER
K : 8 : 15 - 4 : 15 P.M·. Variety of ac
counting and funcitons. High
sChool diploma, ca lculator skills,
accounting background helpful .
$170 - 190 per week. IMMEDIATE
OPENING.
M-ML-8C-7 VARIOUS TEACHI
NG VACANCY : For further in
formation contact Placement Of
fice.

Free Classified Advertising to
all

Cal

students In the
INNOVATOR.

immediately

534-SOOO ext. 2260
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COPS, STUDENTS, DOPE AND
.
La wrers stress the �po rtance
TH E POST O FF I C E : A CON of paymg great attention to sea rSUMER'S G UI DE TO T H E LAW
ch and a rrest procedures because
l
the great majorit� of crim
asy Ken Stem
· cases n ver go to trial . In Detro1t,
�
<CPS> - I t 's moving day for
only f1ve percent of peop e
University
of
California
anarrested actually go to c�urt ; m
thropology student Melanie Ford.
_
Back and forth between her Los from having legal cause tosearch ,
Angeles home and her car she the car.

�
�

The police, however, have been
known to break the law them

trudges, loading i t up with
everything that'll make her year
at UC Riverside that much more . selves , so they may insist on
looking through the car even i f
enjoyable.
the driver and passengers are not
Suddenly, a s Ford steps off her
in it. H this happens, tell the of
porch with a small planter a
ficer as politely as possible you
passing L.A. cop screeches
a
don't want to consent to a search.
halt, leaps from his car, slaps a
If the police persist, lawyers say
pair of handcuffs on her and
it's advisa ble to follow their or
reads her rights. The planter, it
ders but remember, you have
turns out, contains five slender
rights.
still · preserved your
marijuana plants. Melanie Ford
Should the case ever wind its tor
is UNDER ARREST. What does
turous way through thP. legal
she do?
It's a familiar scene these
system and end up in court, the
days, even as polls show Zl
police action can be used in your
favor.
million Americans puffing the

�

funny weed and even as some
states loosen up their laws governing its use. But people are still
faced with ma rijuana arrests 416,000 last year alone - so one's
actions when confron ted with the
police have tremendous legal implications that could eventually
spell the difference between
acquittal and conviction.

As to the nagging question of
what to do with the dope when the
cops pull you over, the law in
,dicates the best place in the bod.
The Supreme Court has ruled
that unless a person is actually
being placed under arrest, cops
may only search for weapons.
Anything stashed on the body,
even tf it is an o.z. of killer Colum-

bian, can't reasonably be con
strued as a weapon or used again
st you.

In the home or dorm, where
one's rights a re the same, the
best response to that midnight
knock on the door by the men in
blue is to demand a sea rch
not
they
Should
warra n t .
produce, you may poli tely assert
that they don't have the right �o

E xtend G ratitu de
FALK C H I L D R E � EXTEND
THEIR G R ATITUDE
I a·m ver sorry that I haven't

acknowledged my gratitude at an
earlier da te to the professors. co
workers, and friends of my
mother. Penny Falk.
Al l gifts of time, energy and
money given jn her p ssing were
deeply apprecia ted by the .F'alk
fam ily, who have asked me to ex
tend their thanks to you.
Gratefully yours,
B . J . Falk

and

$1.8

While search and arrest laws

that all drug users should keep in
their dope besotten minds.
The cardinal rule in dealing
with the cops is, " When you're
not possessing, start confessing. "

At least, be as cooperative as
poss ible if you've got nothing to

hide.
H you do have something of the
narcotic persuasion to conceal,
the name of the game is to "Be
cool . " If you a re stopped by the

cotic business" through the U.S.
Mail should be aware of the
" dope
new
service's
postal
profi le" that helps inspectors
sniff out fishy parcels that smack
of dope. According to court recor
ds, sturdy packages weighing 16
to 20 pounds marked "airmail"

police while driving, the driver
im
should
passengers
and
media tely leave the car and walk
back towards the police car in an
unthreatening manner. This deft
maneuver prevents the police

a re most likely to fit the profile
and be yanked from a bin and in
spected for drugs.
Moveover, the government has
developed a dog equiped with an

Funds
Needed

Participation in the various
United Way appeal drives of
surrounding communities is one
way staff members of Governors
State University "can show we
are truly a community-oriented
university."
In a letter to each staff mem

ber, new President Leo Good 
man-Malamuth writes in part :
"Attached you will find a form
which will authorize the payroll
office to deduct your fair share
from your semi-monthly checks
plus other information about the
drive, which you should read.
" H you decide to participate,
you should note on the attached
which
the community
form

should receive your contribution.
"Each < universi ty ) unit has a
designated United Way appeal
drive representative who can an
swer questions about various
progra m .
the
of
aspects
Representatives in the personnel
office also might be helpful.
"This is the only fund-ra ising
drive which will receive univer
sity recognition this year.

a ll
THE ENTIRE GOVERNORS
STATE STUDENT BODY IS
URGED TO CONTR I BUTE
-S PEC IAL INTEREST ARTICLES, IDEAS, CARTOONS,
E D I TO R I A L S ,
PO E T R Y ,
COMAND
QUESTIONS
MENTS
TO
STUDENT
PUBLI CATIONS, THE. I NNOVATOR. CREATIVITY IN
ANY FORM CAN BE SHARED
THROUGH YOUR STI TDF..NT
NEWSPAP ER.

situation in Westerns when
the hero would ride out of
the west just in time to catch the villian.
The profe ssor, who
spen t more th an th �e
years at Kennedy-K!-flg
College before commg
here five y�rs ago, sa �d it . •
e for thmgs
t
o
e
i
rson will not •
' 'One
u h
t t
ce fo su h
la
number of people. A lot of •
things will have to change :.
before there is a major •
•
change, " he added.
Dr. Gale also said that • .
he has ,written articles in
the past and when he is in- •
spired he will write again. •

Fa l k C h i l d ren

research
.

are as hopelessly confusing for
lawyers, judges and police forces
as they a re for normal people,
there are still some basic do's
and don'ts rega rding the police

let them in to save yourself from
a poss ible pummeling, but as in
the case of the car, remember the
police a re breaking the iaw.
Aga in, the body is the best place
to stash the weed. Remember
also that no college official bas
the right to allow the police to
search your donn room.
Speaking of dope and the law,
students planning to do any nar

o i l obo u t

� ��� �!� ��
g:
�::: � � �

years of
million.

enter. If they insist, you should

W h ot's it
"When I wrote that ar
ticle I was inspired by the
conditions of the times,"
spoke a relaxed Professor
Andrew Gale in his HLD
office Thursday when
asked to comment on feed
back about his recent
satire "Symbolic Lyn
chings at Governors State
University. "
The controversial piece
appeared in the October
1 1th issue of the Innovator.
Dr. Gale said he con
sidered the title beca use it
was the the "appropriate
word to describe what hap
pened over the past four or
five years when people
were fired or removed
r e s p o ns i b i l i ty
fr om
without due process. "
Most of the feedback
was verbal and covered a
wide range of thought
from a "great article" to
"out on a limb," sa id Dr.
Gale. He added that he did
receive one letter from a
staff member in another
unit of the university.
When asked about the
"big fellow riding on a
white horse, " Dr. Gale
laughed gently and said he
had thought about the

extra-sensitive snoot who can
most
the
even
out
s niff
assiduously hidden drugs. Major
Jeffrey Linn says the Army has
evolved the super dog whose nose
knowns no limits after eight
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Christmas·
Festivities

Duane Jackson
Habari gani?
The news is YOUR
NEWS. What is "YOUR
NEWS"? "YOUR NEWS"
is a monthly newspaper
that is published by the Institute of Correctional
This
Developm e n t .
is
on
fairlynew organizati.
o
g
a
c
I
h
C
in
located
t
17
1
a
s
·
Hei·ghts , llli" noi •
·
E ast 14th Street . lCD IS
graduate
headed by GSU
Malik Shabazz ( aka Linco i n Ashford ) and is
dedicated to providing
genuine opportunities for
positive advancement to
the youth of our communi ties. Among the services avai lable at lCD are
G.E.D . tutorin g, College
and
Prepa r a t i on
Referral
dure,
Job
Proce
Counand Placement
of
riety
v
a
and
seling
The
ops.
worksh
usefu
Center also has a library
of timely books that are
avai. 1able to the Public to
.
read. All the services t
I cD are free t0 the pub IC

i

�

t

and I would urge anyone,
especia lly parents , to at
tend and support lCD.
i
News"
"Your
basically put together b
the youth of the com
munity and is sold by thes
youngsters for a mere
cents a copy. It is an effor
that needs support by our
communities to blossom.
"Your News" is packed
with relevant news an
community information.
So when you see a "You
News " represent a tive,
remember to purchase a
copy from him. For th
money, it is one of th
soundest investment op
portunities avai lable i
Chicago Heights today.
What great symphony
the
bears
composer
nickname of "The Black
Spaniard" and was ta ught
by the immorta l Joseph
Haydn, a black man, � h o
wro�e the former Austnan
National Anthem ? .The. answer to this question IS a
very familiar name but a
person that has been

taught to our children as
being of some other race.
However, the fact still
remains as stated by
Alexander W. Thayer, a
on
a u t h o r i ty
noted
Beethoven, that Ludwig
Von Beethoven was a
black man.
s ta tes ,
Tha yer
" Beethove n · had e ven
moor of the Moor i n his
features than his master
'Hayd n' < Beethoven, Vol .
1, p. 146) . Moor naturally
means Black, and in Gernam until recently Mohr
meant Negro.
Paul Bekker, another
authority on Beethoven,
stated, "the most faithful
picture of . Bee�hov �n's
h� d �bows him with wide,
th !ckl Ipped mouth, hort,
th ICk nose, an d proud y arforhead . ' '
c hed
( Beethoven, p. 41, 1925.
trans. Bozman ) .

could not have been. "
Willia m Edward
Dr.
Burghardt Du Bois 18681 963
Dr. Du Bois was the
source used, that was
deleted from the previous
issue concerning Mammy
Pleasants . (The Gift of
Black Folk, p. 148-9, Du
Boi"s ) .

we a t th e 1 11 .ova tor are ..
w orking hard to en compass
the needs of a .; many m e m
bers of our com munity as
possible. Blact... Notes is
just one aven ue of me etin g
those needs. m order to
ma ke B lack �o te s more
mean in gful to vou, the
reader, feed back is need
Please fee l frt � to write
w •" th your co m men ts and
_ s on t••• n c s ou
sugges �on
y
would h ke t? �e� o r learn
Contnht • tu. ns to the
Personality of the month a bout.
are a a� ' a ccepted
column
"Despite our present
.
ouraged
en
and
c
the
proble m ,
Negro

�

American Negro is, and
has been a distinct asset to
this country and has
brought a contribution
without which America

Njema

.

The 35th annual "Christ
mas Around the World"
Festiv al at · Chicago's
Museum of Science and In
dustry begins Friday,
Nov. 26, when represen
tatives of the record
break i ng partic ipa ting
groups gather in the
Museum's Rotunda to trim
giant Christmas trees and
decora te creches a nd
other traditional displays.
Thirty-four nationalities
and ethnic groups are
taking part in this year's
gala event, being held
Nov. 26-Jan. 1 .
Among the festival's
h i g h l i gh ts
will
be
Auditorium
programs
presented
Dec .
2- 1 9
showcasing the yuletide
music, pageantry, and
customs of many lands.
School and church choirs
will offer choral concerts
daily in the Rotunda Nov.
29-Dec. 24.
In addition, holiday dinners will be served Dec. 219. Each evening's menu
will feature the foods of
another of. the lands
represented m th e festival.
Dinner is served from 5 to
8 p.m. Prices are $4.95
( $4.20 for children) with
reservations, $4.45 ( $3.70
for c h ildren ) without
r es e r va t i o n s .
Reservations can be made by
calling the Museum at
(312) MU 4-1414
Admission to the festival
and the Museum is free.

i
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$1 0,000 M I N .
NO M I N .
NO. M I N .
$1 '·OOO M I N .
$1 ,000 M I N .
$5,000 M I N .
. .
$1 0,<X>q NUN.
$1 0,000 M I N .

SERVICES

:
:

...

• T RAVE L E RS C H E C K S

e D R I VE-U P W I N DOW

:.

• MON E Y O R D E R S

• N I G H T D E POS I TORY

;

:.._
:*
*

...

:
:
...

• F R E E AMPLE PAR K I NG

...
• I . R.A. ACCOU NTS

• F R E E T RAN S F E R O F F U N DS

5 1A %
5 1A %
5 1A %
5% %
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GSU To Study Poll ution
of Great Lakes
PolJution of the Great
Lakes is often a concern in
the news, most recently
regarding Lake Michigan
levels of PCB's. The
Federal Environmental
Protection Agency ( EPA )
has worked especially
hard to control shoreline
polluters . However, only
recently has it been
acknowledged that the at' mosphere might be a
major route for pollutants
like PCB's, lead, cad
mium, and others to the
Great La kes.
In order to answer im
porta nt
scientific
questions about the at
for
route
mospheric
pollutant loading of the
Great La kes, the EPA is
focusing on a three-year
study of Lake Michigan
and the University of
The GSU
Wisconsi n .
research under the direc
tion of Professor Herman
Sievering of the ColJege of
Environmental and Ap
plied Sciences is directed
at questions surrounCling
the process by which par
ticles in the atmosphere
are transported over Lake

then
and
Michigan
deposited a t the Lake's
surface. An experimental
study grant totaling over
$250,000 for the three-year
period June, 1976 to June,
1979 will allow a CEAS
research team to measure
the depositing of particle
on Lake Michigan while on
board the EPA research
vessel R. V. Simons. At the
same time meteorological
data important to the tran
sport process over the
Lake will be collected
from the National Weather
Service and U.S. Coast
Guard as well as the CEAS
Air Quality Studies Van.
Further support data will
by the
be supplied
National Center for At
Research
mospheric
Queen Air airplane and
from the Illinois Water
Survey Radar ( when at
the GSU campus site ) .
The CEAS research
team includes four at
mospheric science studen
ts in the Environmental
Analyst Orientation. One
of these students is plan
n ing to pursue his Ph. D.

M ot h e r p l e a s

with the University of
Wisconsin research team
also concerned with at
mospheric pollution of the
Great Lakes. All four of
the student researchers
are learning air pollution
sampling and analysis
methods that put them far
ahead of students in
similar studies at most
any other University.
They should have no dif
em
locating
fic\llty
ployment in a job market
graduates
demanding
''with expereince. ''
The scientific questions
to be resolved by this
research are :
a . the rate at which at
mospheric particles of
are
size
v a ry i ng
depositing into the Lake ;
b. the rate at which cer
tain pollutants ( lead and
cadmium among them )
associated with these par
ticles are depositing ; and
c. the way atmospheric
particles are transported
over Lake Michigan by
meteorological processes.
Answers to these im
scientific
porta nt
allow the
will
questions
Federal EPA to take ap
propriate steps to control
pollution of Lake Michigan
and the othe Gre_at Lakes
by the atmospheriC route.

•

the state was trying to put him to
death for something he didn't
do. " We must understand that if
we let this young brother ( 18
years old l die a part of us will die
with him because as long as these
racist types can do this type of

thing to Gary no one is safe.
Gary's case like those of Angela
Huey
Little,
JoAnn
Davis,
Newton, Bobby Seals, Dennis
pol i tical
other
and
Banks
prisoners and victims of racism
can only be decided by the people
not by a racist frame up. In this
time of apathy and disil lusion
ment with the American Society
we must build a strong support
base for Gary Tyler or take

responsibility for allowing this

Student Serv ices Advisory
Committee elects New Chair
person SSAC members decided to
remove James Sanders as chair
person of the committee because

of non-participation and elected
William Garfield < AS > as the new
chairperson. Motions concerning
the removal of Sanders as chair
person and as member of the
committee came from Duane
Jackson

and

JoAnn

d irector ) supporting the motion,
while Winn McGrane (appointed
by director ) and Shelia Harper
< EAS> obstained against the

motion. Shelia said as she cast
her vote, " I 'm not going to be a
part of this without James even

being here."
However, Duane Jackson noted

kind of legal lynching to take
place. The Tylers need our help to
save the l ife of their son Gary,
and we have no right to refuse.
Members of the INNOVATOR
staff along with the Student
Assistant Dean of College of
be
w i ll
Stud ies
C u l t ura l
organizing a Gary Tyler defense
committee at GSU to help raise .
funds and build support to help
we can get because its a big job
but we can't lose because Gary's
life is at stake.
For more information please
contact the INNOVATOR or
write : The Gary Tyler Defense
Committee, 1610 Basin Street,
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112. Or
call < 504 > 522-2244.

mi tted itself to completing. As
people who cherrish freedoms
however small, we must not let
Gary Tyler become a testiment to
.our apathy and self concern. Mrs.
Tyler said "What would you do if
it was your son and vou knew that

that Sanders had been informed
in other business discussed by the
SSAC members was the GSU
Child Care Center. Director of
Student Services announced that
the Child Care Center has a
deficit of $6,900 and a projected
deficit of $18,000 by the end of the
year. Davis told the committee
"We must find the money to sup
port it or close it down . " A special
budget meeting was called for
Dec . 14 to dea l with that and other
ma tters related to new funds on

7 a nd 8
Dec.
from
hand
SSAC
Presently
registration.
committee needs to have special
elections according to the newly
Garfield.
cha irperson
elected
The committee only has four
mem bers who were elected to
serve by their coiJeges while the
other six members were ap
pointed or the seat remains
vacant. As of now no elections
have been held.

AFT
The

"United

Association

of

Civil Service Employee's takes
great pride in announcing the formation of Local #8050, in af

OUR NAME IS NEW TO YOU !
OUR LOCAL < 11+ ?:1:?) IS NEW
TO YOU ! "We have formed this
association to collectively ad
dress some very old and per
plexing problems ! Frankly, it's

from carrying out it's perverted
racist form of nonjustice. That is
the job which Mrs. Juanita Tyler
and the Tyler family has com

a bout you !

THE

PEOPLE

IN

TilE M I D

DLE! ! !
Who represents the exempt and
non-negotiated Civil Service em
ployees ] Collectively-no one
does ! UACSE 118050 was formed
to alleviate and fill this vacuum .

WE ARE NOT ALON E ! ! !
Currently, recruitment drives
are underway at other BOG In
I n form a t i o n a !
s t i tu l i o n s !

releases with statistics will be
made ava ilable as they are

received !
COLLECTIVELY, WE CAN DO
IT! ! !
Join us, as we join with new
chapters of UACSE in the days
ahead. It is a demonstra ted fact
that collective bargaining works !
Our affiliates have proved i t ! We
will, with your help and par
t icipation, prove it too !
We join and actively support
AFT
#3500,
CO-L VCAL
our
l"ACULTY FEDERATION BOG

in their total dedication to Quality
Education !
. The primary goal of our Local
wiJI be to establish a collective
bargaining relationship between
Service
Civil
elec ted
the
Association Representative and
the BOG.
by
only
that
believe
We
establishing such a barga ining
relationship, will the Civil Ser
vice Empoyees ever attain a
meaningful voice in determining
the conditions affecting their em
ployment and sa lary levels at
GSU.
Collective bargaining benefits
the students, the admi nistration,
the BOG, and the community-as
well as Civil Service Employees
and their families.

Members of UACSE Local
118050 will be eligible to receive
the advantages of all the services

now availa ble to our Co-Local
FACULTY
AFT
#3500
FEDERATION BOG, while at the
m a i ntaining
time
same
autonomy in electing officers and
determining goals and policies.
Enrollment in the Association
is open to aJI GSU Civil Service

Employees not now covered by a
collective/recognized, barga inin
g agent.
Dues are $96.00 per year. They
are tax deductible, and can be
install ments
equal
in
paid

through the payroll deduction
system approved by the BOG and
Rules - � ",.
Serv ice
Civil
Regulations.

W E D. N ES DAY DE C . 1
R, M . - A I I 0 2
don' t fo rget
·

1 z : 3 o p m to

Learning

Hollowell

who was appointed by the Student
vote
The
director.
Services
carried with Duane, JoAnn and
Sam Harvard (appointed by

filiation with the AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS.

for son c a use
Mrs. Juanita Tyler, mother of
racist frame up victim Gary
Tyler spoke at GSU last week
Nov. 15. Mrs. Tyler who is touring
the country to build support for
her son's freedom spoke to a
group of students and also spoke
M i l ls
Bobby
P rof.
before
sociology class. Gary Tyler of St.
·
Rose La , who was convicted of
first degree murder on Nov . 15,
1976 and sentenced to die in the
. electric chair, is the apparent
victim of a racist plot to take his
life. Gary Tyler was railroaded
by the judge, jury, prosecutor,
and his own defense attorney.
Wi ttnesses have admitted lying
in court and yet Gary Tyler has
been denied a new trial. The only
way to save Gary Tyler's life is to
build a mass support base
throughout the country that will
prevent the state of Louisiana

N ew C ha i r m a n fo r SAC

Proj e ct

New Students Old students join the innovator
staft'. Help make the pa_per a viable medium
for student expression and comment!
Positions are now available in these and other
areas of journalism. Unit credit through co
op self instructional modules, and Jnclepend
studies in journalism.

1 : 3o p m

- CLEAR LRC RECORDS BEFORE
REGISTRATION
Registration for the Winter Trimester 1977
will be held December 7, 8, and 17. H you
have not returned your books or cleared up
any old bills that are outstanding in the LRC
you will be unable to register. Admissio
and Records is cooperating with the Cir
culation Department in the LRC to withhold
registration from ANYONE who has not
cleared their records. SAVE YOURSELF
PROBLEMS DURING REGISTRATION BY
CLEARING YOUR LRC RECORDS AHEAD
OF TIME .
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How Carterized Pollsters Made The Election Seem All-American
By Russ Smith
< CPS>-It wasn't much of an election.
True, there was the usual backslapping
and handjiving with Democracy, the
c h a m pagne
sp lashes
and
v i c tory
statements marvelling at bow good and

downright American the campaign had
been . And in hotels from coast to coast on
November 2, cut-rate loca l politicians and
their ilk were reveling in that sustained

election buzz they cop once a year.
But for the rest of America, it just wasn't
much of an election. Not that the moguls

who juggle the fates of the yearly con
tests-the media , government
and
American tradition-=didn't try their dam
ndest to enthuse the citizenr about the
dogfight for the presidency. The stifling ·
amounts of campaign raportage spit out
daily by the media, coupled with the can
ned series of debates staged by the League

of Women Voters, made Carter and Ford
easily the most publicy publicly �xposed
candidates in American political history.
More media representatives junketed
their
way
to
the
Democratic
and
Republican conventions thartdid delega tes
of the political parties.
However, because Carter and Ford
avoided tangling with substantive issues,
concentrating on each other's most recent
gaffe, the race never got past the joking
stage. People simply weren't interested.
"Wal ter Cronkite's own figures show
that Nobody took the . plurality, ( 47 per
cent ) . I concede to Nobody," said Peter
Camejo, presidential candidate of the
Socialist Workers Party.
And Nobody it was. Despite the largest

number of citizens ever to vote in an elec
tion, 80 million, the percentage of eligible

voters who cast their baJJots was only 53.3
per cent, the lowest percentage since the
Dewey-Truman election in 1948, according
to the New York Times. In the other major
democracies of the Western world, such as
Cana da , France and Great Britain, tur
nouts run about 75 or 80 percent. And
nearly 90 percent vote in Germany and the
Scandinavian countries.

So 53.3 per cent was a pretty sorry
showing. But because oC gloomy pre
election speculation on voter turnout by all
the leadmg poJJsters and pundits-Peter
Hart of Washi ngton predicted that less
than half the American electorate would

bother to grace the polls-any majority
turnout was bound to considered a coup
and a positive sign for the electoral

exuberant over the heavy ballotting,
gloating that the American people were
not as apa thetic as portrayed and were
truly concerned with the election results.
"Maybe turning out was a way for the
public to get back at the poJJsters , " ven
tured Gray Davis, an aide to California's

Jerry Brown.
By playing up the unexpected showing,
dismal as it was, the moguls employed a
tnck that Jimmy Carter taught them last
winter, while �arnpaigning in Iowa and
New Hampshire as a political unknown.
According tot he Village Voice' s Ken
Auletta , the sucker bait is this : "feign sur
prise with your victories and let no one be
surprised by your losses . "

system.
The media and campaign bigwigs were

Locater Service Expected To Increase Participation
PRINCETON, N.J.
Changes in registration
p r o c e du r es
for
the
Minority
Graduate
Student Locater Service
are expected to sub
stantially
i n c r ea s e ,
perhaps triple, the number
of s tu d e n t s i n t h e
program, according to
Educational Testing Ser
vice ( ETSL
At the same time
another change, a price
reduction to graduate
schools, is expected to in
crease the number of
schools oarticipating in

the program .
The Loca ter Service was
developed by ETS five
years ago for the Graduate
Record
Examinations
Board to help minority
students call themselves
to
the
a ttention
of
graduate schools and to
help graduate schools
identify minority ap
plicants. There is no cost
to the students.
Since that time the
program has,· with studen
ts' permission, annually
distributed information
� bout the educa tiona l

goals and backgrounds of
over 9,000 students . ETS
hopes to increase that
figure by allowing studen
ts to register for the ser
vice on the same form
used for the Graduate
Record
Exam ina tions
( GRE ) . A s�parate form
used only for the Locater
Service will continue to be
available for students who
do not take the GRE.
The Loca ter Service is
primarily for members of
racial
and
ethnic
minorities in the United

Sta tes . They inc lude
American Indians, Blacks,
Hispanics, Orientals, and
other minority students
who are second-term
college juniors, seniors or
college graduates. Ap
plicants need not be
enrolled in college at the
present time to take part
in the program.
Student registration for
ms and instructions are in
side
the
c e n te r f o l d
registration envelope in
the 1976-77 I n forma tion
Bulletin for the Graduate

Record Examina tions and
M i nori ty
Graduate
Student locater Service.
Copies may be obtained
from most college un
dergraduate minority af
fairs office, the student af
fairs office or any office in
volved with student con
c e r n s or g r a d u a t e
placement.
ETS hopes to have more
graduate schools par
ticipating in the program
as a result of a price
reduction in the fee for
schools . The fee, formerly
$340, has been dropped to
$200 .
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This February a small group of adventurers will
t:m�ark on one. of the greatest experiences of a
lif�time. They will board YANKEE TRADER and set
sail to strange ports of call around the world for ten
months.
Share expense shipmates are still invited to join in
the voyage which will feature the informality
tr�ditiona � to Windjammer 'Barefoot' Cruises, the
tri� organiZe!S. Not arranged by the local bridge club
or Jet set, thiS voyage will not visit 33 countries in 7
days, �!Jt leisurely cruise to exotic tropical ports such
as Haiti, Galapagos, Easter Island Tahiti Fiji Bali
'
Singapore, Kenya and Trinidad.
'
'
'
Shipmates will exp!ore, skin dive, go sightsee ing,
take pho��ra�hs, or JUSt loaf in a style known only to
a few millionaires. They will actually be offered the
chance 1!> _serve a� crew , and to become proficient in
the traditiona l skills or seamanship. . . or relax and
leave the work to fully trained professional crew.
There's no need for pretentious wardrobe either sin
ce the 'uniform of the day' will be casual usually shorts.
YANKEE TRADER is a legend in her own time
Hundreds of scientists from the four corners of
the�orld have �bared her journeys into strange and
varied explorations of the world over when she was
used for coas�l and oceanographic research. Com
plete_ly refurbiShed and air conditioned she boasts of
spacious 9uarters with private heads. YANKEE
:rRADER IS one of the few motor-sailers afloat that is
Ideally suit�d for journies of such magnitude.
To make It possible for YANKEE TRADER to sail
'round the world, it is necessary for the ship's com
pany to share expenses. The cost ot each shipmate is
$73_50 . for the to-month voyage . . . about $24 per day.
ThiS mcludes expenses aboard ship, your own quar
ters and f�r aboard YANKEE TRADER. There will
be a $750 d1scount available to professors and studen
ts.
In this age of luxury and self-indulgence in which
plush hotels and ocean liners compete for travelers
th�re is still adventurers who want to accomplish
th!Dgs for themselves, travel and explore in a
leiSurely_ and casual manner without thought for hotel
reservat�ons, schedules or baggage limitations.
These shipmates are the ones wanted.
�or mor� �etails, information and applications
wnte � \YmdJammer 'Barefoot' Cruises, P.O. Box
120, M1arm Beach, Florida 33139.

Students and Unemployment:
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for a living, if they are lucky enough to find
em
nt
of Karl Marx's
By Bill McGraw
r
miSCe
Th
unemployment this fall. " e years ahead predictions....ofthatsome
( CPS>-Ten p.m., University of Min evM those jobs.
advanced
capitalism
may find that providing a payroll s� for cannot work without the existence
Thin gs are certainJy bad now in the job
of 'an
nesota: The doors don't even open till 7
male or female who 'wants' one may industrial reserve anny of unemployed.'
"
a.m. the next morning but aJready studen market �d the future appears grim at every
be a very big order-for any president, any For students, this means more years of
ts are milling about. A janitor shows them best, once one wades through the job jab congress,
any government," 1be journal " ��ere� ploy ment" and � increasingly
the door but they sneak back in. Other berwocky spewed forth by �onomic
students begin gathering outside in the cheerleaders like politic candidates and added.
icult time fmding any sort of job after
W idely respected Business week diff
n. It calls into question once
g
aduatio
cold, dark hours before dawn. "I fclt like I placement officers.
r
the sa me theme last again the val
Currently, unemployment is hovering at magazine �hoed
was getting into my car with my husband
ue in strict economic tenns of
om
ething
s
the
.
"In western world,
ng
a verage of $2 790 for a
plu
in the middJe of the night � go have a baby the 7.8 per cent levcl overall; it's 12.7 per spring
down
nki
changed drastically in political pu lic college edan�tion
or $4,sGs for the
or something," said one student as she cent for blacks, 18.6 per CMt for teenagers bas
�
(
pproa
hes
to
c
a
�onomics. The old
40 per �nt for black teenagers in
pnvate
scboo
l
version,.
�
joined the early morning throng. Finally 7 a��
unemployment) cann deaJ with
a.m. rolls around, the doors are unJocked Cities. Those figUres are the highest since fighting
problem of meeting young
growing
the
the
Depress
i
on
and
one
should
keep
in
and the students pour in. Before long,
mind those are the government's
everything is taken.
That was not the scene in front of a ticket figures-many experts put the overall rate '
Deadline For Submitting
booth but rather the bizarre spectacle' of at 10.5 per cent with all other figures
dozens of points higher than what Uncle
job-hungry students arriving at 2 : 45 a.m. Sam
says they are.
l
schoo
Business
University's
the
at
Article For Innovator
placement office. The students were 1be basic reason for this jobless mess is
Students interested in contributing articles in the
jockeying for positions for the chance � simple,, �omists agree : the �onomy is
sign up for interviews with prospective . jsut not able to generate enough work for
form C?f news, articles, essays, letters, educational
who wants a job. It's true that
employers. 'lbese students don't want everyone
m�terta1s to �e INNOVATOR are welcome to do so
there are more �pie working than ever
tickets, they want work.
pnor to deadline dates :
before, but at the same time there are also
Work. Many studMts are obsessed with many
Nov. 30 - 76
more
pe()ple
not
worlring
who
want
the idea of work these days ruamly
Dec.
14 - 76
oc need a job. One major reason is that
because they can' find any. Gui�ce
Dec.
28
- 76
_
women
have
entered
the
workforce
in
huge
counselors report many students at wit's
Jan. ll - 77
numbers in the past couple years-29 per
end at the thought of graduation �d the
Feb. 8 - 77
dismal job market that goes with it. Tales cent of U.S. womM worked in 1956 while 36
per cent work now-�d the number of
Feb. 22 - 77
abound of students dashing off hundreds of available
Mar. S - 77
resumes onJy to receive zilch in return. cordingly. jobs bas not expanded ac
The Daily Nebraskan student newspaper
Mar. 22 - 77
But won't things get better like they
devotes an entire issue of its weekly always
Apr. 5 - 77
do? Some �pie, like the
magazine ·to work, wryly placing on the
Apr. 19 - 77
cover a gem that once sputtered from the co�gre�sional sponsors of jobless
May 3 77
IegJslabon and other eternal optimists, say
lips of HMry Ford: ''THere will never be a yes.
Ma : y 17 - 77
But
increasingly,
many
usuall
y
con
system invented," the earliest model Frod
May 31 - 77
voices are agreeing there bad
crowed, ''which will do away with the . servative
been
June
14 - 77
a
corner
turned
in
the
American
necessity for work."
Send or bring contributions to INNOVATOR
All this points to the fact that thousands �onomy, and aJthough they aren't exactly
'
Governors State University, B 14 CCS.
of former students anned even with s� what it is, they are coming out and
master's degrees are unplugging sewers saYing the future is really not all that
.. . ... .
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